
PixelPapers the Twenty Fourth.
1 July, 2003.

Verse<> Contributed poetry, old & new
Prose<> Stories, Articles & First Chapters
Editorial <> Wordsworth<>News & Views<> etc.
Screen<> Film, stage & television
Gigs'n'Ads<>Coming Events, advertisements, etc.
Live Index <> Contributors and titles in past issues:
100+ and 830+ respectively.

Back Nos <> Issues to date, sans irrelevant bits
Contact <> An addressed e-mail blank instantly ready
for your contributions to be pasted in, or news & views.
No attachments please
 

CONTRIBUTIONS FOR PP25 WILL BE GRATEFULLY ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION ON
1ST OCTOBER

Editorial
WATCH THIS SPACE
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Wordsworth
 

News & Views
 

 

 

Joker
Still more Nigerians.
The so-called Nigerian school of writers is something of a joke but according to a recent
news item, Americans are ripped off by such con men to the tune of about $100,000,000
per year, making it a sick sort of joke.

Despite the improbable basic spiel, they attract some punters who are strung along by
self-delusion into commiting themselves in apparently harmless fashion, dreaming of
untold riches, to find too late that they are losers. We've had queries about their veracity
from as far away as Canada.

The spiel is absurd. In a country with a dirt-poor economy, an unlikely hoard of money,
usually about thirty million dollars US, is found. At best, the spieler claims that the
money belongs to them by right of inheritance. At worst, shonky officals claim some right
to it.

They offer a huge commission of about 25-30%, plus expenses, to anyone who'll help
them by providing them with their bank account details so that the money may be
transferred out of the country.

As previously pointed out, for only one such account and such a deal, there are any
number of banks and companies such as Wells Fargo and Western Union, that would be
happy to open a branch anywhere in the world. It is a fair bet that there are no such
branches in the countries cited!

The genre is developing, with South Africa, Zimbabwe and China being included along
with Nigeria. Given the stories about Saddam's huge currency and gold heist, Iraq is
bound to soon rate a mention.
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This is definitely the last of the genre to be published in PixelPapers.

Please scroll down for some really feral writing, with two different sons of Mr Mobutu,
one of whom seems to label his late dad with the former Winnie Mandela's middle names.

Please also note PixelPapers' selfless rejection of wealth, which surely should win a
nomination for a Nobel Prize.

 

 

 

Pretoria,

South Africa.

Sir,

 

It is my great pleasure to write you this letter on behalf of my

colleagues. Your information was given to me by a member of the South

African Export Promotion Council (S.A.E.P.C), who was with the Black

Economic Empowerment Commission (Government) delegation on a trip to

the United States during a bilateral conference talk to encourage

foreign investors.

 

I have decided to seek a confidential co-operation with you in the

execution of a deal hereunder for the benefit of all parties, and

hope you will keep it confidential because of the nature of business.

Within the Department of Mining Resources where I work as the

Director of Project Implementation, with the co-operation of three

other officials, we have in possession, an overdue payment in US

funds. The said funds represent certain percentage of the contract

value executed on behalf of my Ministry by a foreign contracting

firm, which we the officials over-invoiced to the amount of
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US$29,600,000.00(Twenty Nine Million Six Hundred Thousand United

States Dollars).

 

Though the actual contract cost has been paid to the original

contractor, leaving the excess balance unclaimed. The Government of

the Republic of South Africa believes that private investment in

general, and foreign direct investment in particular, are the real

engines for sustainable economic development. For which reason it has

continued to encourage investments in the key growth-oriented sector

of Mining with sincere determination to pay foreign contractors all

debts owed to them, so as to continue to enjoy close relationship,

and a mutually beneficial co-operation with foreign governments and

non-governmental financial agencies.

 

As a result we included our bills for approvals with the co-operation

of some officials at the Department of Finance and the Reserve Bank

of South Africa (R.B.S.A). We are seeking your assistance as the

beneficiary of the unclaimed funds, since we are not allowed by law

to operate a foreign account. Details and changing of beneficiary

information and other forms of documentation upon application for

claim to reflect the payment and approvals will be secured on your

company or your good self.

 

I have the authority of my colleagues involved to propose that,

should you be willing to assist us in this transaction. Your share as

compensation will be 25% while my colleagues and I shall receive 70%,

and the balance of 5% shall be used to reimburse all expenditures,

taxes and miscellaneous expenses so incurred. It does not matter
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whether or not your company does contract projects of the nature

described here. The assumption is that your company won the major

contract and subcontracted it to other companies.

 

More often than not, big trading companies and firms of unrelated

fields win major contracts and subcontract same to more specialized

firms for execution. This business itself is 100% safe, provided you

treat it with utmost confidentiality. Also your specialization is not

a hindrance to the successful execution of this mutually beneficial

transaction.

 

I repose confidence in you and hope that you will not disappoint us.

Kindly notify me for further details, upon your acceptance of this

proposal.

 

Regards,

 

Paul Orubu

Pretoria,

South Africa.

Sir,

 

It is my great pleasure to write you this letter on behalf of my

colleagues. Your information was given to me by a member of the South

African Export Promotion Council (S.A.E.P.C), who was with the Black

Economic Empowerment Commission (Government) delegation on a trip to

the United States during a bilateral conference talk to encourage

foreign investors.
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I have decided to seek a confidential co-operation with you in the

execution of a deal hereunder for the benefit of all parties, and

hope you will keep it confidential because of the nature of business.

Within the Department of Mining Resources where I work as the

Director of Project Implementation, with the co-operation of three

other officials, we have in possession, an overdue payment in US

funds. The said funds represent certain percentage of the contract

value executed on behalf of my Ministry by a foreign contracting

firm, which we the officials over-invoiced to the amount of

US$29,600,000.00(Twenty Nine Million Six Hundred Thousand United

States Dollars).

 

Though the actual contract cost has been paid to the original

contractor, leaving the excess balance unclaimed. The Government of

the Republic of South Africa believes that private investment in

general, and foreign direct investment in particular, are the real

engines for sustainable economic development. For which reason it has

continued to encourage investments in the key growth-oriented sector

of Mining with sincere determination to pay foreign contractors all

debts owed to them, so as to continue to enjoy close relationship,

and a mutually beneficial co-operation with foreign governments and

non-governmental financial agencies.

 

As a result we included our bills for approvals with the co-operation

of some officials at the Department of Finance and the Reserve Bank

of South Africa (R.B.S.A). We are seeking your assistance as the

beneficiary of the unclaimed funds, since we are not allowed by law
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to operate a foreign account. Details and changing of beneficiary

information and other forms of documentation upon application for

claim to reflect the payment and approvals will be secured on your

company or your good self.

 

I have the authority of my colleagues involved to propose that,

should you be willing to assist us in this transaction. Your share as

compensation will be 25% while my colleagues and I shall receive 70%,

and the balance of 5% shall be used to reimburse all expenditures,

taxes and miscellaneous expenses so incurred. It does not matter

whether or not your company does contract projects of the nature

described here. The assumption is that your company won the major

contract and subcontracted it to other companies.

 

More often than not, big trading companies and firms of unrelated

fields win major contracts and subcontract same to more specialized

firms for execution. This business itself is 100% safe, provided you

treat it with utmost confidentiality. Also your specialization is not

a hindrance to the successful execution of this mutually beneficial

transaction.

 

I repose confidence in you and hope that you will not disappoint us.

Kindly notify me for further details, upon your acceptance of this

proposal.

 

Regards,

 

Paul Orubu
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S.CHANG

Nanking East Department

16, Sec. 1, Nanking East Rd.

Taipei, Taiwan, R.O.C.

 

 

It would be proper for me to first of all thank you for responding to the email that I sent to
you even if it was not too proper of me to reach you like that but it was because of
necessity and the situation of things that made me to reach you you like that.

You have nothing to worry about nothing to fear whatsoever. All I am looking for is for
your assistance in this crucial and some what destined opportunity. First of all my name is
SEUNG CHANG I am an auditor for a Bank in Taiwan. I got your email address while
searching for trustworthy individual personality that can collaborate with me in this
matter of crucial mutual benefits.

 

In carrying out our professional etiquette report, we discovered an abandoned sum of
Twelve Million United States Dollars ($12,000,000:00mUSD) in the account belonging
to one of their late foreign customer who died along with his entire family in a plane
crash.

Since we got information about his death, we have been expecting his next of kin to come
over and claim this money because we cannot release it unless somebody applies for it as
next of kin or relation to the

deceased as indicated in their banking guidelines. Unfortunately, we learnt that all his
supposed next of kin or relations died alongside with him in the plane crash leaving
nobody behind for the claim. It is therefore upon this discovery that I now decided to
make this business proposal to you, and release the money to you as the next of kin or
relation to the deceased. And subsequent disbursement since nobody is coming for it and
we don't want this money to go into the Bank Treasury as unclaimed asset.

The Banking law and guideline here stipulates that if such money remained unclaimed
after Six years, the money will be transferred into the Bank Treasury as unclaimed fund.
Regards to the professionalism we have the mandate to decide who becomes the next of
kin, (though classified). The request of foreigner as next of kin in this business is
occasioned by the fact that the customer was a foreigner and a CITIZEN OF TAIWAN
cannot

stand as next of kin to a foreigner.
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This is the actual reason why it will require a second party or fellow who will forward
claims as the next of kin Therefore, to enable the immediate transfer of this fund to you as
arranged, you must apply first to the

bank as relations or next of kin of the deceased indicating your private telephone and fax
number for easy and effective communication. And indicate where in the money will be
remitted to as well. I will also instruct

you on how you can add in your application to the bank that you get paid through their
corresponding bank in America, Europe or Asia as this will be Easier for us all.

Upon receipt of your reply, I will send to you by fax or email the text of the application. I
will not fail to bring to your notice that this transaction is hitch free and that you should
not entertain any fear as all required arrangements have been made for the transfer.

Yours Truly,

 

S. CHANG

 

 

TELEPHONE:234-80-33952270

 

> MR UMUNNA OSCAR

> Lagos - Nigeria

>

> MANAGING DIRECTOR

>

> DEAR SIR

>

> STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL & URGENT.

>

> I got your contact from the British Chamber of

> Commerce, internet business search. Based on this

> recommendation, I decide to contact you on
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> behalf of MRS Mariam Abacha wife of Nigerian late

> Head of State. When

> her husband was alive the head of state.

>

> I was made personal assistance, charged with the

> responsibilities of

> handling her personal business and finances. Before

> the death of her husband, she

> strictly moved the sum of US$23M United States

> Dollars) in the

> custody of a reputable private security company

> abroad. Now her husband is dead and

> she can not travel out of Nigeria yet, to avoid the

> present

> democratic government from raising eye brow on her.

> She has

> instructed me to contact a reliable person abroad to

> go to the

> security company and secure the sum of US$23M which

> she personally

> deposited at the security company.

>

> Mrs Mariam Abacha want you to secure the funds in

> security company

> and subsequently invest it on her behalf in your

> country with the trust

> that you will not dissappoint or let her down. For

> your assistance in
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> this project you will be entitled to 25% of the

> total sum involved.

> Note that this cash transaction is only between Mrs

> Mariam Abacha and

> I therefore it is a risk free business. There is

> nothing to bother

> about in this transaction. The fund are already in a

> vault waiting

> for your arrival.

>

>

> If you are interested in this project kindly contact

> me immediately

> through the alternative e-mail address.

> (umunna@az6.com)

>

> for further details before your departure to the

> security company. Note also, that this project

> requires a lot of

> secrecy and confidentiality.

>

> Therefore you must keep this project secret all

> times. Looking

> forward to hearing from you to begin a good

> business relationship.

>

> Sincerely Given

>
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> MR UMUNNA OSCAR

>

> please send your reply to (umunna@az6.com)

 

>

Subject: BUSINESS PROPOSAL:

FROM:MR,Rolland guei

DEAR SIR, ATTN:THE PRESIDENT/CEO.

I AM MR,Rolland guei, THE SON OF LATE GENERAL ROBERT

GUEI EX-MILITARY HEAD OF STATE OF IVORY COAST, WHO WAS

MURDERED ALONG WITH THE INTERIOR MINISTER ON THE 19th

OF SEPTEMBER 2002, (PLEASE VISIT

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/2269238.stm FOR

COMPLETE REPORT ON

THIS INCIDENT.) I CONTACTED YOU BECAUSE OF MY NEED TO

DEAL WITH PERSONS WHOM MY FAMILY AND I HAVE HAD NO

PREVIOUS PERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS.

SINCE THE MURDER OF MY FATHER, I HAVE BEEN SUBJECTED

TO ALL SORTS OF HARASSMENT AND INTIMIDATION WITH LOTS

OF NEGATIVE REPORTS EMANATING FROM THE GOVERNMENT AND

THE PRESS ABOUT MY FAMILY. THE PRESENT

GOVERNMENT HAS ALSO ENSURED THAT OUR BANK ACCOUNTS ARE

FROZEN AND ASSETS SEIZED.IT IS IN VIEW OF THIS, THAT I

SEEK YOUR CO-OPERATION AND ASSISTANCE IN THE TRANSFER

OF THE SUM OF US$18.5M BEING THE VERY LAST OF MY

FAMILY FUND IN MY POSSESSION AND CONTROL. AFTER THE

MURDER OF MY FATHER, THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SEIZED ALL
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OUR PROPERTIES AND FROZE ALL OUR ACCOUNTS BOTH LOCAL

AND INTERNATIONAL.

MY ONLY HOPE NOW, IS THIS CASH, MY FATHER CAREFULLY

PACKAGED AND DEPOSITED AS ARTIFACTS WITH A SECURITY /

FINANCE COMPANY OUTSIDE IVORY COAST. THIS SUM OF

US$18.5M CAN EASILY BE WITHDRAWN OR PAID TO A

RECOMMENDED BENEFICIARY. THE SECURITY COMPANY BASED ON

MY INSTRUCTIONS WILL RELEASE THE FUND TO YOU.YOU ARE

TO BE PRESENTED AS MY BUSINESS PARTNER WHO WILL BE

FRONTING FOR ME IN SUBSEQUENT VENTURES. AND IN TRUTH

YOU WILL BE FRONTING FOR ME, IN THE AREAS OF BUSINESS

YOU DEEM PROFITABLE.

TO SHOW MY PREPAREDNESS AND APPRECIATION TO CONDUCT

THIS BUSINESS WITH YOU, I SHALL GIVE YOU AND YOUR

FAMILY 15% OF THE TOTAL FUNDS, ALSO 5% IS TO BE SET

ASIDE FOR ANY EVENTUAL COST THAT MAY OCCUR IN THE

PROCESS OF THIS TRANSACTION. PLEASE, I NEED YOUR FULL

SUPPORT AND CO- OPERATION FOR THE SUCCESS OF THIS

VENTURE. I PLEAD WITH YOU TO TREAT AS URGENT AND

CONFIDENTIAL. THIS IS A

DELICATE ISSUE, WHICH DEMANDS A GREAT DEGREE OF

SECRECY. HAVE MY CURRENT POLITICAL STATUS IN MIND.

ALSO ENDEAVOUR TO FORWARD ALL CORRESPONDENCES TO MY

E-MAIL, MY MAIL ADDRESS IS

(rollandguei@wongfaye.com). I SINCERELY WILL

APPRECIATE YOUR EXPRESS ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF THE RECEIPT

OF THIS LETTER WITH YOUR COMPLETE CONTACT DETAILS.

I AWAIT YOUR IMMEDIATE RESPONSE SINCERELY,
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Rolland guei

NB: I KNOW THIS IS NOT THE MOST SECURED CHANNEL TO

RELAY A MESSAGE

OF THIS IMPORTANCE, BUT RIGHT NOW, IT IS THE QUICKEST

MEANS

AVAILABLE TO ME. PLEASE VISIT

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/2269238.stm FOR THE

COMPLETE REPORT ON MY FATHER'S DEMISE.

Subject:

URGENT ASSISTANCE.

Date:

Mon, 07 Apr 2003 14:30:14 +0200

From:

Timothy Mobutu <timothymobutu2002@rediffmail.com>

Reply-To:

timothymobutu2003@rediffmail.com

 

 

 

 

Dear Partner,

I am the son of the late president of Democratic Republic Of Zaire,President Mobutu Sese
Seko, ( now The Republic Of Congo, under the leadership of the son of Mr. Laurent
Kabila ). I presume you are aware there is a financial dispute between my family ( THE
MOBUTU ) and the present civilian Government. This is based on what they believe as
bad and corrupt governance on my late father's part. May his soul rest in perfect peace.As
you might have heard how a lot of my father's bank account in Switzerland and North
America has been frozen.

 

Following the above named reasons, I am soliciting for your humble and confidential
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assistance to take custody of twenty Million United States Dollars ( US$20,000,000.00 ),
also to front for me in the areas of business you desire profitable.

These funds have secretly been deposited into a confidential Security firm where it can
easily be withdrawn or paid to a recommended beneficiary. The funds will be released to
you by the Security firm based on my recommendations on that note, you will be
presented as my partner who will be fronting for me and my family in any subsequent
ventures.

Myself and my mother have decided to give 18% to you if you are able to help us claim
this consignment.We have also decided to give you any money spent on phone calls or
travelling expenses in the course of this transaction at the end of the transaction.

Please, I need your entire support and co-operation for the success of this business
ventures, your utmost confidentiality and secrecy is highly required, due to my family's
present predicament.

I sincerely will appreciate your acknowledgment as soon as possible.

I am presently in the refugee camp here in the Netherlands under the united nations
refugee camp in Netherlands and I can be reached on my direct telephone number
+31-641-910-805 for an elaborate discussion.

Please indicate your interest by sending your telephone and fax numbers or call me at
anytime. I sincerely will appreciate your acknowledgement as

soon as possible.

Thanks,

Timothy Mobutu Sese-Seko.

 

Subject:

PLEASE TREAT URGENT ayh

Date:

Sun, 6 Apr 2003 10:28:26 +0100

From:

Spencer Edo <spenceredo@themail.com>

To:

pixpress@iinet.net.au
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Spencer Edo

Contract Award/Review Committee

Federal Ministry of Works and Housing

Nigeria.

 

 

 

Dear Friend,

 

I am making this contact with you based on trust and confidence irrespective of the fact
that we have not met before. I am positive that you will be interested and capable of
handling a business transaction involving huge amount of money. This business proposal
is of mutual benefit and it's success is entirely based on mutual trust and cooperation.

 

I am the Chairman of the Contract Award/Review Committee of the Nigerian Federal
Ministry of Works and Housing (FMWH). I am seeking your assistance to enable me
transfer the sum of US$7,300,000.00 into your private or company account. The fund
came about as a result of a contract awarded and executed on behalf of my Ministry. The
contract was supposed to be awarded to two foreign contractors to the tune of
US$60,000,000.00. However, in the course of negotiation, the contract was awarded to a
Bulgarian contractor at the cost of US$52,700,000.00 to my benefit. This contract has
been satisfactorily executed and inspected as the Bulgarian firm is presently securing
payment from my Ministry, where I am the Executive Director in-charge of all foreign
contract payment approval. As a civil servant still in active government service, I am
forbidden by law to operate an account outside the shores of Nigeria. Hence this message
to you seeking your assistance so as to enable me present your private/company account
detai

s as a beneficiary of contractual claims alongside that of the Bulgarian contractor, to
enable me transfer the difference of US$7,300,000.00 into your provided account. On
actualization, the fund will be disbursed as stated below:

 

1. 5% of the fund will be use to offset any incidental expenses
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2. 25% of the fund will be for you as beneficiary

3. 70% of the fund will be for me which I intend to invest in your country with you as my
partner. All logistics are in place and all modalities worked out for a smooth actualization
of the transaction within the next few working days of commencement. For further details
as to the workability of this transaction, please respond by return mail. Thank you and
God bless as I'm anxiously waiting for your urgent response. Please when replying,
indicate your confidential Tel and Fax numbers & provide a company name you would
like us to use in applying for payment for urgent conclusion of the transaction.

 

Yours Sincerely,

Spencer Edo.

 

NOTE: Your line of business does not matter.

 

 

 

pysyoayvusqpvclqdoswwtxaewph

 

 

 

Subject:

From Samuel

Date:

Thu, 3 Apr 2003 15:39:10 +0300

From:

"Dr. Samuel Bouguiba" <samaguiba@imel.org>
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>From The Desk of : DR. SAMUEL BOUGUIBA

DIRECTOR, PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

FEDERAL MINISTRY OF HEALTH AND

SOCIAL SERVICES, OUGADOUGOU

BUKINNA FASSO

 

 

 

 

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

 

 

DEAR Sir/Madam,

 

 

TRANSFER OF US$45.5 MILLION INTO A PERSONAL/COMPANY'S OFFSHORE
ACCOUNT

 

Based on the information gathered from the Ministry of Trade and

Industry,I intend to solicit your assistance on this transaction with

you on

the assumption that you will not disappoint me.

 

I have Forty Five Million, Five Hundred Thousand United States Dollars

(US$45,500,000.00) which I made over time from over inflated contracts

in

my Ministry (Federal Ministry of Health and Social Services).
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I are seeking your assistance and permission to remit this amount into

your account or any other nominated account you can provide for us.

Your commission will be 20% of the total sum, 10% for expenses and the

remaining 70% is myself.

 

Could you please notify me of your acceptance to carry out this

transaction urgently by e-mail only on the receipt of this message.

Kindly, acknowledge the receipt of this letter by sending to me by

email a copy of this letter with your private Tel. And Fax number.

I shall in turn inform you of the modalities for a formal application

to secure the necessary

approvals for the immediate release of this fund into your account.

 

Thanks for your co-operation.

 

Yours faithfully,

 

DR. SAMUEL BOUGUIBA

 

 

 

Subject:

MARYAM

Date:

Sun, 16 Mar 2003 09:14:26 -0800

From:

"MARYAM ABACHA" <shehumusa2002@email.com>
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Dear sir,

I have incessantly searched for a trustworthy person whose confidence can be guaranteed
in prosecuting this transaction of high magnitude and urgency.I urge you to view this
proposal with all transparency and honesty.

 

 

I am Mrs. Maryam Abacha,the widow of the late Gen.Sani Abacha

former Nigerian Military Head of State who died mysteriously as a result of Cardiac
Arrest.

 

Since after my husband's death my family has been under restriction of movement and
that not withstanding,we are being molested,policed and our Bank Account both here and
abroad are being frozen by the Nigerian Civilian Government.Furthermore,my elder son
was in detention by the Nigerian Government for more interrogation about my husband's
assets and some vital documents.Following the discovery of my husband's Bank Account
by the Nigerian Government with Swiss Bank in which the sum of US$700 Million and
DM450 Million was logged.I therefore decided to contact you in confidence as a
foreigner as our other family friends gave up to the government our funds with them.

 

I was able to move out the sum of US$12,320,000 Dollars,sealed in two Metal Boxes, for
security reasons i can not say much on this now.I am actually using this medium to appeal
to you seriously and religiously for your urgent assistance to move this money into your
country where I believe it will be safe since I cannotleave my country due to the
restriction of movement imposed on the members of my family by the Nigerian
Government.

 

You can contact me through my email address as above and I shall

ask my son ABBA to come over to your country to liaise with you towards effective
completion of this transaction. However,as soon as you indicate your interest my son
shall send you the Air-Way Bill of the Luggage and other related documents so that you
can help to claim the Luggage and subsequently transfer to your personal or company's
account.
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Conclusively,we have agreed to offer you 20% of the total sum,10%willbe for expenses
incurred during the cause of this transaction,while70% is to be held on trust by you until
we can decide on a suitable business investment in your country subsequent to our free
movement by the Nigerian Government.

 

Please reply urgently and treat with absolute confidentiality and sincerity.

 

Best Regards,

HAJIA MARYAM ABACHA

 

 

Subject:

ENDEAVOUR TO USE IT FOR THE CHILDREN OF GOD

Date:

Thu, 13 Mar 2003 16:51:13 -0800

From:

"Mrs Sarah Rowland" <sarhelprow@latinmail.com>

Reply-To:

s.mercifullord@caramail.com

To:

pixpress@iinet.net.au
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From: Mrs. Sarah Rowland

 

PLEASE ENDEAVOUR TO USE IT FOR THE CHILDREN OF GOD.

I am the above named person from Malaysia but now undergoing medical treatment in
germany. I am

married to Dr.Alan George Rowland who worked with Malaysia

embassy in South Africa for nine years before he died

in the year 2000.

We were married for eleven years without a child. He

died after a brief

illness that lasted for only four days. Before his

death we were both born again Christians.Since his

death I decided not to re-marry or get a child outside

my matrimonial home which the Bible is against.When my

late husband was alive he deposited the sum

of$27.6Million (twenty-seven Million six hundred

thousand U.S. Dollars) with one

finance/security company in Europe.

Presently, this money is still with the Security

Company. Recently, my Doctor told me that I would not

last for the next three months due to cancer problem.

Though what disturbs me most is my stroke.

Having known my condition I decided to donate this

fund to church or

better still a christian individual that will utilize

this money the way I am going to instruct here in. I want a church or individual

that will use this to fund churches, orphanages and

widows propagating the word of God and to ensure that
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the house of God is maintained. The Bible made us to

understand that Blessed is the hand that giveth.

I took this decision because I don't have any child

that will inherit this money and my husband relatives are not Christians

and I don't want my husband's hard earned money to be misused by

unbelievers. I don't want a situation where this money will be used in an

ungodly manner, hence the reason for taking this bold decision. I am

not afraid of death hence I know where I am going. I

know that I am going to be in the bossom of the Lord.

Exodus 14 VS 14 says that the lord will fight my case

and I shall hold my peace. I don't need any telephone

communication in this regard because of my health,and

because of the presence of my husband's relatives

around me always. I don't want them to know about this

development. With God all things are possible. As soon

as I receive your reply I shall give you the contact

of the Finance/Security Company Europe. I will also issue you a letter of authority

that will empower you as the original- beneficiary of

this fund. I want you and the church to always pray

for me because the lord is my shephard. My happiness

is that I lived a life of a worthy Christian. Whoever

that wants to serve the Lord must serve him in spirit

and truth. Please always be prayerful all through your

life.

Any delay in your reply will give me room in

sourcing for a church or christian individual for this

same purpose. Please assure me that you will act

accordingly as I stated herein. Hoping to hear from
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you.

 

 

 

Remain blessed in the name of the Lord.

Yours in Christ,

Mrs Sarah Rowland.

 

 

Subject:

urgent assistance

Date:

Tue, 08 Apr 2003 10:02:47 -0400

From:

drugwu s amadi <ugwu22@zwallet.com>

To:

SPIKE4581@YAHOO.CO.UK

 

 

 

 

NATIONAL AGRICULTURE POLICY SCHEME (NAPS)

 

 

 

Plot 1810
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Race Course Avenue

 

 

 

Marina Lagos.

 

 

 

Nigeria.

 

 

 

Attn:

 

 

 

 

 

From: The Desk of Finance Director NAPS,

 

 

 

I am Dr.Dr. Ugwu Ugo, the finance director to National Agriculture Policy Scheme,
strictly designated for Debt Payment and Fund approval. And also a sub-committee
chairman on contract award committee.
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By the virtue of our position, in the contract award committee board, we awarded a
contract to Henkel International a German Company. For the purchase and supply of one
thousand (1000) pieces of tractor units (ploughs) and six hundred and fifty thousand
(650,000) Tonnes of fertilizer designed to boost mechanized Agriculture in Nigeria
valued at seventeen Five Million United States Dollars ($75M USD)

 

 

 

I, Dr. Gidado and my board has to over-invoice the original contract amount to one
hundred and thirty one million united state dollars ($131M USD) which is a life time
opportunity.

 

 

 

 

 

The contract had been executed and the original contract amount also paid.

 

 

 

As civil servants still in active service we are prohibited from operating a foreign account.
In time with the statutory provision of the Nigeria civil service commission (NCSC) of
1979.

 

 

 

To this effect, I have been empowered to scout for a trusted and reliable foreign partner,
who would in the capacity as the beneficial of these remaining fifty six million United
States Dollars ($56M USD)
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I and my board have decided that for future transaction that we are offering you 30% of
this remaining amount and 60% of the amount to us at home and while 10% has been
mapped out for foreign and local expenses.

 

 

 

To facilitate this joint effect, the following are required of you:

 

 

 

v Name of company

 

 

 

v Bank name

 

 

 

v Account number

 

 

 

v Telephone / Fax Number
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Be rest assumed that this transaction is risk free

 

 

 

Good luck and God bless.

 

 

 

 

 

Dr. Ugwu Ugo

 

 

 

 

 

Subject:

PLEASE ACKNOWLEDGE

Date:

Tue, 08 Apr 2003 17:24:52 +0200

From:

MR KARIM KABILA <karikabila@netscape.net >

Reply-To:

karimkabila1@netscape.net

To:
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pixpress@iinet.net.au

 

 

 

 

Your contact was availed to me by the chamber of commerce. It was given to

me because of my diplomatic status as I did not disclose the actual reasons

for which I sought your contact. But I was assured That you are reputable

and trustworthy if you will be of assistance. I am Karim Kabila (Jnr) the

second son of Late President LAURENT DESIRE KABILA the immediate Past

president of the DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO in Africa who was murdered
by

his opposition through his personal bodyguards in his bedroom on Tuesday

16th

January, 2001. I have the privilege of being mandated by my father

colleagues to seek your immediate and urgent co-operation to receive into

your bank account the sum of US $10,000,000(ten million Dollars) and some

thousands carats of Diamond.presently, i am with the nederlands government

seeking for political asylum. This money and treasures was lodged in a vault

with a security firm in the nederlands.

SOURCES OF DIAMONDS AND FUND

In August 2000, my father as a defence minister and president has a meeting

with his cabinet and armychief about the defence budget for 2000 to 2001

which was US $700m. so he directed one of his best friend. Frederic Kibasa

Maliba who was a minister of mines and a political party leader known as the

Union Sacree de,I opposition radicale et ses allies (USORAL) to buy arms

with US $200m on 5th January 2001; for him to finalized the arm s

deal,my father was murdered. f.K. Maliba (FKM) and I have decided to keep
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the money with a foreigner after which he will use it to contest for the

political election. Inspite of all this we

have resolved to present your or your company for the firm to pay it into

your nominated account the above sum and diamonds. This transaction should

be finalized within seven (7) working days and for your co-operation and

partnership, we have unanimously agreed that you

will be entitled to 5.5% of themoney when successfully receive it in your

account. The nature of your business is not relevant to the successful

execution of this transaction what we require is your total co-operation and

commitment to ensure 100% risk-free transaction at both ends and to protect

the persons involved in this transaction, strict confidence and utmost

secrecy is required even after the successful conclusion of this

transaction. If this proposal is acceptable to you, kindly provide me with

your personal telephone and fax through my E-mail box for

immediate commencement of the transaction. All correspondence is for the

attention of my

counsel: I count on your honour to keep my secret, SECRET. Looking forward

for your urgent reply

Thanks.

Best RegardsKARIM KABILA (Jnr)

 

 

Subject:

CONTACT ME FOR US TO START IMMEDIATELY

Date:

Fri, 11 Apr 2003 13:32:51 +0200

From:
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"jkamara@libero.it" <jkamara@libero.it>

To:

"jkamara" <jkamara@libero.it>

 

 

 

 

Attn: President/CEO

 

CONFIDENTIAL

 

 

I am joseph kamara the only son of late former

Director of finance,Chief Vincent Kamara

Sierra-Leone diamond and mining corporation.

 

I must confess my agitation is real, and my words is

my bond, in this proposal. My late father

diverted this money meant for purchase of

ammunition, for my country, during the peak of

disastrous civil war in my country, now he has

deposited the money in the bank in Abidjan, where I

am

residing under political asylum with my mother Mrs

MONEYKA KAMARA and younger sister.

 

Now the war in my country is over with the help of

ECOMOG soldiers, the present government of Sierra
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Leone has revoked the passport of all officers who

served under the former regime and now ask countries

to expel such person at the same time freeze their

account and confiscate their asset, it is on this note

that I am contacti! ng you, all I needed from you is to

furnish me with your bank particulars:

1) Account name

2) Account number

3) Bank address, telephone and fax number

For you to assist me transfer this money in your

private bank account, the said amount is (Twenty

seven Million Dollars) $27 Million.

I am compensating you with 15 % of the total money

amount, now all my hope is banked on you and I really

wants to invest this money in your country, were their

is stability of Government, political and economic

welfare.

 

Honestly I want you to believe that this transaction

is real and never a joke. My late father Chief

KAMARA

gave me the certificate of deposit

issued to him by BIAO BANK on the date of deposit, for

you to be clarify because, I do not expose my self to

anybody I see, I believe that you are able to keep

this transaction secret for me because this money is

the hope of my life! , it is important.

Please email me immediately after you must have gone
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through my message fill free and make it urgent. That

is the reason why I offered you 15 % of the total

money amount, and in case of any other necessary

expenses you might incur during this transaction.

N.B Try and negotiate for me some profitable blue chip

investment opportunities which is risky free which I

can invest with this money when it is transferred to

your account, personally I am interested in estate

management and hotel business, please advise me.

email me back immediately you receive this message for

more explanation.And promisse me my younger sister and

our mother to be a father considering our situation

and not to betray us.

 

NB: my late father used me the only son as the

beneficiary / next of kin on the day of deposit and

also told me I need a foreign assistance of a

foreigner with a legitimate ban! k Account abroad who

will stand as co-beneficiary and partner abroad.

 

Thanks and God bless

Best regards

 

 

 

FROM:MR,SAMSON GUEI.
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ATTN:THE PRESIDENT/CEO.

 

I AM MR,SAMSON GUEI, THE SON OF LATE GENERAL ROBERT GUEI

EX-MILITARY HEAD OF STATE OF IVORY COAST, WHO WAS MURDERED
ALONG

WITH THE INTERIOR MINISTER ON THE 19th OF SEPTEMBER 2002, (PLEASE
VISIT

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/2269238.stm FOR COMPLETE REPORT ON

THIS INCIDENT.) I CONTACTED YOU BECAUSE OF MY NEED TO DEAL WITH

PERSONS WHOM MY FAMILY AND I HAVE HAD NO PREVIOUS PERSONAL

RELATIONSHIPS.

 

SINCE THE MURDER OF MY FATHER, I HAVE BEEN SUBJECTED TO ALL
SORTS

OF HARASSMENT AND INTIMIDATION WITH LOTS OF NEGATIVE REPORTS

EMANATING FROM THE

GOVERNMENT AND THE PRESS ABOUT MY FAMILY. THE PRESENT

 

GOVERNMENT HAS ALSO ENSURED THAT OUR BANK ACCOUNTS ARE
FROZEN AND

ASSETS SEIZED.

IT IS IN VIEW OF THIS, THAT I SEEK YOUR CO-OPERATION AND ASSISTANCE

IN THE TRANSFER OF THE SUM OF US$10.5M BEING THE VERY LAST OF MY

FAMILY FUND IN MY POSSESSION

AND CONTROL. AFTER THE MURDER OF MY FATHER, THE FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT

SEIZED ALL OUR PROPERTIES AND FROZE ALL OUR ACCOUNTS BOTH
LOCAL AND

INTERNATIONAL.
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MY ONLY HOPE NOW, IS THIS CASH, MY FATHER CAREFULLY PACKAGED
AND

DEPOSITED AS ARTIFACTS WITH A SECURITY / FINANCE COMPANY
OUTSIDE

IVORY COAST. THIS

SUM OF US$10.5M CAN EASILY BE WITHDRAWN OR PAID TO A
RECOMMENDED

BENEFICIARY. THE SECURITY COMPANY BASED ON MY INSTRUCTIONS
WILL

RELEASE THE FUND TO YOU.

YOU ARE TO BE PRESENTED AS MY BUSINESS PARTNER WHO WILL BE

FRONTING FOR ME IN SUBSEQUENT VENTURES. AND IN TRUTH YOU WILL
BE

FRONTING FOR ME, IN THE

AREAS OF BUSINESS YOU DEEM PROFITABLE.

 

TO SHOW MY PREPAREDNESS AND APPRECIATION TO CONDUCT THIS
BUSINESS

WITH YOU, I SHALL GIVE YOU AND YOUR FAMILY 15% OF THE TOTAL
FUNDS,

ALSO 5% IS TO BE SET ASIDE FOR ANY EVENTUAL COST THAT MAY OCCUR
IN

THE PROCESS OF THIS TRANSACTION.

PLEASE, I NEED YOUR FULL SUPPORT AND CO- OPERATION FOR THE
SUCCESS

OF THIS VENTURE. I PLEAD WITH YOU TO TREAT AS URGENT AND

CONFIDENTIAL. THIS IS A

 

DELICATE ISSUE, WHICH DEMANDS A GREAT DEGREE OF SECRECY. HAVE
MY

CURRENT POLITICAL STATUS IN MIND.
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APPRECIATE YOUR EXPRESS ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF THE RECEIPT

OF THIS LETTER WITH YOUR COMPLETE CONTACT DETAILS.

 

I AWAIT YOUR IMMEDIATE RESPONSE

SINCERELY,

 

Samson GUEI

 

 

 

 

FROM:Dr.Mangold chukwu.

PHONE:(874)-762864167,

FAX :(874)-762864168

 

(URGENT AND CONFIDENTIAL)

 

RE: TRANSFER OF ($26,000.000.00 USD}

TWENTY SIX MILLION DOLLARS

 

Dear Sir,

 

We want to transfer to overseas account

($26,000.000.00 USD) Twenty six million United States

Dollars) from a Prime Bank here in South Africa, I

want to ask you, If you are not capable to quietly

look for a reliable and honest person who will be
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capable and fit to provide either an existing bank

account or to set up a new Bank a/c immediately to

receive this money, even an empty a/c can serve to

receive this money, as long as you will remain honest

to me till the end for this important business

trusting in you and believing in God that you will

never let me down either now or in future.

 

I am the Auditor General of one of the prime banks

here in South Africa, during the course of our

auditing,I discovered a floating fund in an account

opened in the bank in 1996 and since 1998 nobody has

operated on this account again,after going through

some old files in the records I discovered that the

owner of the account died without a [Heir/WILL] hence

the money is floating and if I do not remit this money

out urgently it will be forfeited for nothing. The

owner of this account is PEDRO F. HASLER a foreigner,

a great industrialist and he died since 1998.No other

person knows about this account or any thing

concerning it, the account has no other beneficiary

and my investigation proved to me as well that until

his death he was the manager GOLD ARK [pty]. SA.

 

We will start the first transfer with Six million

[$6,000.000] upon successful transaction without any

disappoint from your side, we shall re-apply for the

payment of the remaining rest amount to your account.
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The total amount involve is Twenty six million United

States Dollars only [$26,000.000.00]. I want to first

transfer $6,000.000.00 [Six million United States

Dollar] from this money into a safe foreigners account

abroad before the rest. But I don't know any

foreigner, I am only contacting you as a foreigner

because this money can not be approved to a local

person here, without valid international foreign

passport, but can only be approved to any foreigner

with valid international passport or drivers

license and foreign a/c because the money is in US

dollars and the former owner of the a/c is a

foreigner too, and the money can only be approved into

a foreign a/c.

 

However, we will sign a binding agreement, to bind us

together when we meet face to face after the first

transfer of $6 Million before transferring the second

part of $20 Million. I am revealing this to you with

believe in God that you will never let me down in this

business, you are the first and the only person that I

am contacting for this business, so please reply

urgently so that I will inform you the next step to

take urgently. Send also your private telephone and

fax number including the full details of the account

to be used for the deposit.
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I want us to meet face to face to build confidence and

to sign a binding agreement that will bind us together

immediately after the first transfer before we fly to

your country for withdrawal, sharing and investments.

 

I need your full co-operation to make this work fine

because the management is ready to approve this

payment to any foreigner who has correct information

of this account, which I will give to you upon your

positive response and once I am convinced that you are

capable and will meet up with instruction of a key

bank official who is deeply involved with me in this

business. I need your strong assurance that you will

never, never let me down.

 

With my influence and my position in the bank the bank

official can transfer this money to any foreigner's

reliable account that you can provide with assurance

that this money will be intact pending our physical

arrival in your country for sharing. The bank official

Will destroy all documents of transaction immediately

we receive this money leaving no trace to any place

and to build confidence you can call me for heart to

heart discussion through my private satellite phone

which I secured for the security and safety of this

business as you know that this business is

confidential.I will use my position and influence to

obtain all legal approvals for onward transfer of this
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money to your account with appropriate clearance from

the relevant ministries and foreign exchange

departments.

 

At the conclusion of this business, you will be given

35% of the total amount, 60% will be for me, while 5%

will be for expenses both parties might have incurred

during the process of transferring.

 

I look forward to your earliest reply through my email

address.

 

Yours truly,

 

Dr.Mangold chukwu.

 

 

 

FROM:Mr Andy Moyo

JOHANNESBURG

SOUTH AFRICA

 

ATTN:M.D.C/E/O

 

URGENT AND CONFIDENTIAL

 

I know this will come to you as a surprise,receiving an email from
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someone like me since you don't know mem personally. Kindly allow me; I am
andy,Moyo, son of Dr. Morgan Moyo, who was murdered in February last year in the
land dispute crisis in Zimbabwe.

 

My family used to live in a town called Chinhoyi

located in the heart of Mashonaland about 120km from Harare, the capital city of my

former country Zimbabwe, Chinhoyi was largely a

peaceful farming area where one can own land and cultivate it if one worked hard
enough. The relative peace existing in Chinhoyi and our lives were shattered with the
beginning of the ruling

party's sponsored land invasion by war veterans who we suspected were acting with the
backing of the government of Mugabe. My late

father was among the few black Zimbabwean rich farmers murdered in cold blood by the
agents of the ruling government of President

Robert Mugabe. For his alleged support and sympathy for the Zimbabwean opposition
Party. Before his death, My Father on one of

his many trips abroad took me to Johannesburg to deposit the sum of US$28.5 Million
(twenty eight Million, Five-Hundred Thousand United

States Dollars) with a security and finance company as if he foresaw the looming danger
in Zimbabwe.

 

The money was deposited with the security company on our arrival in Johannesburg to
avoid its seizure and largely for it's safety too.

President Mugabe gave this money to my father for

investment purpose while they were still in good terms. This land problem

arose when President Mugabe who according to my late father, in a desperate bid

to hold on to power for life introduced a new land

act, which wholly affected the rich farmers who were mostly white and some blacks

eventually vehemently condemned the method adopted by the government. And that
resulted in rampant killings,lootings and wide scale mob actions by the veterans and some
political

thugs. Precisely, more than 31 (Thirty-One)people have been killed and as I write to you
now, at least 40 white and black families have fled
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rising violence on their farms in north-western

Zimbabwe and about 300 family members had fled by Sunday from about 100 raided
farms.

Some were flown out on light aircraft to the Kariba airport after mobs blocked several
roads.

 

It is against this background that my family and I

currently staying in South Africa as asylum seekers, have decided to transfer my father's
money into a foreign account.

 

As the eldest son of my late father, I am saddled with the responsibility of seeking an
honest individual with vast experience in business to help us safeguard and invest this
money. I am

presently living in South Africa, as an asylum seeker and financial law of the Republic of
South Africa do not allow asylum seekers certain financial rights. In view of this, coupled

with the way this money was acquired, I decided to invest this money anywhere else
inside or outside Africa, but preferably outside Africa.

 

From the above you will understand that my entire life and my family depends on this
money, as such I shall be very grateful if you can assist me to transfer this money out of
South Africa to your company or personal account in your name, in any of the
commercial banks.

 

Please note that by your offering to assist us we willon your contacting me over the phone
discuss a suitable compensation for you and also I would like to mention too that this
transaction has no

risks involved from your end whatsoever and another major thing I demand from you is
an honest answer if you have handled any transaction of this kind of magnitude before
and assurance from you that our family has your complete trust and assurance that this
money will be safe once transferred to your account.

 

Please I can be reached on my E-mail address to

further clarify any other question you may want to ask me. On proving your honesty we
will then forward you the lodging documents for our late father's deposit to prove our
claim to you
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and also for confirmation.

 

I and my Mother live a very quiet life here in South Africa trying to forget the recent
horrors that we escaped so I please demand that you keep the existence of our late father's
money discreetly for reasons bordering on the safety of myself and my family members
shall be very grateful if you maintain the confidentiality of our request to you
forassistance.Looking forward to hearing from you.

 

Yours in andy

 

 

 

___________________________________________________

Get email that means BUSINESS! me @ mycompany.com.

Just Rs.1499/year.

To start, click http://www.rediffmailpro.com

 

 

Dear Sir/Madam,

 

URGENT ASSISTANCE NEEDED

E-MAIL donaldste101@netscape.net

You may be surprise to receive this Email from me since you do not know

me

personally. However, I would like to introduce myself. I am Mr. Donald

Stevens, the son of Dr. Denis Stevens who was murdered few months ago in

Zimbabwe as a result of land dispute. Before the death of my father

(Dr.Stevens), he had taken me to AMSTERDAM to deposit the sum of

Twenty-Two Million United States Dollars (US$22,000,000) in a Security
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and Finance Company, as he foresaw the looming danger in Zimbabwe. The

money in

question was deposited in a box as Gemstones to avoid much demurrage

from the Security and Finance Company. The proposed amount was meant for

the

purchase of new machines and chemicals for the farms and establishment

of new

 

farm on Swaziland. As you may be aware this land problem came into

force when Zimbabwe president Mr. Robert Mugabe Introduced the Land

Reformed Act of which many rich farmers and some black farmers where

affected. This

resulted

to the killing and mob action by Zimbabwe war veterans and some lunatics

in

the society. In fact, a lot of people were killed because of this Land

Reformed act of which my dad was one of the victims. It is against this

background that my family and I who are currently staying in Amsterdam

decided to transfer my father's money with the Security and Finance

Company

to a foreign account since the Dutch law prohibit a refugee (asylum

seeker)

to open any account or be involved in any financial transaction. As the

eldest son of my father, I am saddled with the responsibility of seeking

a

genuine foreign account where the money could be transferred . I am

faced

with the dilemma of investing this amount of money in Holland for the
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fear

of going through the same experience in future since both countries have

similar history. Moreover, The Netherlands foreign exchange policy does

not

allow such investment from asylum seekers. As a businessman, whom I have

entrusted my future and my family in his hands, I must let you know that

this transaction is risk free. If you accept to assist me and my family,

all

I need you to do for me is to make arrangement and come to AMSTERDAM,

THE

NETHERLANDS, so that we can open the non-resident account which will aid

us

in transferring the money into any account you will nominate overseas.

This

money I intend using for investment. I have options to offer you, first

you

can choose to have certain percentage of the money for nominating your

account for the transaction, or you can go into partnership for a proper

profitable investment of the money in your country. Whichever option you

choose, feel free to notify me. I have mapped out 5% of this money for

all

expenses incurred in processing the transaction. If for some reasons you

do

not prefer a partnership, I am willing to give you 25% of the money

while

the remaining 70% that is meant for me, will be for the investment in

your

country. Please, contact me on the above Email so that we can discuss
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further.

Yours faithfully,

 

Donald Stevens.

 

 

 

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL & URGENT.

 

 

TEL: 871 - 762535915

FAX: 871 - 762535916

TEL: 27 - 835948129

 

 

Alternative e-mail address: erick_erick27@latinmail.com

Dear Sir,

 

I am Mr.Tambo, a native of Cape Town in South Africa and I am an Executive

Accountant with the South Africa Department of Mining & Natural Resources.

First and foremost, I apologized using this medium to reach you for a

transaction/business of this magnitude, but this is due to Confidentiality

and prompt access reposed on this medium. Be informed that a member of the

South Africa Export Promotion Council (SEPC) who was at the Government

delegation to your country during a trade exhibition gave your enviable

credentials/particulars to me. I have decided to seek a confidential

co-operation with you in the execution of the deal described Hereunder for
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the benefit of all parties and hope you will keep it as a top secret

because of the nature of this transaction.

 

Within the Department of Mining & Natural Resources where I work as an

Executive Accountant and with the cooperation of four other top officials,

we have in our possession as overdue payment bills totaling Twenty - Six

Million, Five Hundred Thousand U. S. Dollars ($26,500,000.) which we

want to transfer abroad with the assistance and cooperation of a foreign

company/individual to receive the said fund on our behalf or a reliable

foreign non-company account to receive such funds. More so, we are

handicapped in the circumstances, as the South Africa Civil Service Code

of Conduct does not allow us to operate offshore account hence your

importance in the whole transaction.

 

This amount $26.5m represents the balance of the total contract value

executed on behalf of my Department by a foreign contracting firm, which

we the officials over-invoiced deliberately. Though the actual contract

cost have been paid to the original contractor, leaving the balance in the

tune of the said amount which we have in principles gotten approval to

remit by Telegraphic Transfer (T.T) to any foreign bank account you will

provide by filing in an application through the Justice Ministry here in

South Africa for the transfer of rights and privileges of the former

contractor to you.

 

I have the authority of my partners involved to propose that should you be

willing to assist us in the transaction, your share of the sum will be 25%

of the $26,.5 million, 70% for us and 5% for taxation and miscellaneous

expenses. The business itself is 100% safe, on your part provided you
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treat it with utmost secrecy and confidentiality. Also your area of

specialization is not a hindrance to the successful execution of this

transaction. I have reposed my confidence in you and hope that you will

not disappoint me. Endeavor to contact me immediately through my above

Tel/Fax number or

my e-mail address, whether or not you are interested in this deal. If you

are not, it will enable me scout for another foreign partner to carry out

this deal I want to assure you that my partners and myself are in a

position to make the payment of this claim possible provided you can give

us a very strong

Assurance and guarantee that our share will be secured and please remember

to treat this matter as very confidential matter, because we will not

comprehend with any form of exposure as we are still in active Government

Service and remember once again that time is of the essence in this

business.

I wait in anticipation of your fullest co-operation.

 

Yours faithfully,

 

Mr. Tambo

 

 

Attention

I am Dr franklin Mdlalana a native of Cape Town in South Africa and I am an

Executive Accountant with the South Africa Department of Mining & Natural

Resources. First and foremost, I apologized using this medium to reach you

for a transaction/business of this magnitude, but this is due to
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Confidentiality and prompt access reposed on this medium. Be informed that

a member of the South Africa Export Promotion Council (SEPC) who was at

the Government delegation to your country during a trade exhibition gave

your enviable credentials/particulars to me. I have decided to seek a

confidential co-operation with you in the execution of the deal described

Here under for the benefit of all parties and hope you will keep it as a

top secret because of the nature of this transaction.

Within the Department of Mining & Natural Resources where I work as an

Executive Accountant and with the cooperation of four other top officials,

we have in our possession as overdue payment bills totaling Twenty - Six

Million, Five Hundred Thousand U. S. Dollars ($26,500,000.) which we

want to transfer abroad with the assistance and cooperation of a foreign

company/individual to receive the said fund on our behalf or a reliable

foreign non-company account to receive such funds. More so, we are

handicapped in the circumstances, as the South Africa Civil Service Code

of Conduct does not allow us to operate offshore account hence your

importance in the whole transaction.

This amount $26.5m represents the balance of the total contract value

executed on behalf of my Department by a foreign contracting firm, which

we the officials over-invoiced deliberately. Though the actual contract

cost have been paid to the original contractor, leaving the balance in the

tune of the said amount which we have in principles gotten approval to

remit by Telegraphic Transfer (T.T) to any foreign bank account you will

provide by filing in an application through the Justice Ministry here in

South Africa for the transfer of rights and privileges of the former

contractor to you.

I have the authority of my partners involved to propose that should you be

willing to assist us in the transaction, your share of the sum will be 25%
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of the $26,.5 million, 70% for us and 5% for taxation and miscellaneous

expenses. The business itself is 100% safe, on your part provided you

treat it with utmost secrecy and confidentiality. Also your area of

specialization is not a hindrance to the successful execution of this

transaction. I have reposed my confidence in you and hope that you will

not disappoint me. Endeavor to contact me immediately through my above

e-mail address, whether or not you are interested in this deal. If you

are not, it will enable me scout for another foreign partner to carry out

this deal I want to assure you that my partners and myself are in a

position to make the payment of this claim possible provided you can give

us a very strong Assurance and guarantee that our share will be secured and

please remember to treat this matter as very confidential matter, because

we will not comprehend with any form of exposure as we are still in active

Government Service and remember once again that time is of the essence in

this business.

I wait in anticipation of your fullest co-operation.

Yours faithfully,

Dr Franklin Mdlalana

 

 

 

Telephone:0031-630-181-126.

AMSTERDAM,

THE NETHERLANDS.

 

 

CONFIDENTIAL BUSINESS PROPOSAL
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You may be surprised to receive this letter from me since you do not know me personally.
I am Moyo Uzuhi,the first son of Tawanda Uzuhi,the most popular black farmerin
Zimbabwe who was murdered in the land dispute in my country.I got your contact
through network online hence decided to write you.Before the death of my father, he had
taken me to Johannesburg to deposit the sum of US12 million (Twelve million, United
States dollars), in one of the private security company, as he foresaw the looming danger
in Zimbabwe this money was deposited in a box as gem stones to avoid much demurrage
from security company. This amount was meant for the purchase of new machines and
chemicals for the Farms and establishment of

new farms in Swaziland. This land problem came when Zimbabwean President Mr.
Robert Mugabe introduced a new Land Act Reform wholly affecting the rich white
farmers and some few black farmers, and this resulted to the killing and mob action by
Zimbabwean war veterans and some lunatics in the society. In fact a lot of people were
killed because of this Land reform Act for which my father was one of the victims.It is
against this background that, I and my family fled Zimbabwe for fear of our lives and are
currently staying in the Netherlands where we are seeking political asylum,and moreso
have decided to transfer my fathers money to a more reliable foreign account. since the
law of Netherlands prohibits a refugee (asylumseeker) to open any bank account or to be
involved in any financial transaction throughout the territorial zone of Netherlands, As the
eldest son of my father, I am saddled with the responsibility of seeking a genuine foreign
account where this money could be transferred without the knowledge of my government
who are bent on taking everything we have got. The South African government seems to
be playing along with them with the dilemma of moving this amount of money out of
South Africa for fear of going through the same experience in future, both countries have
similar political history. As a businessman,I am seeking for a partner who I have to
entrust my future and that of my family in his hands, I must let you know that this
transaction is risk free. If you accept to assist me and my family, all I want you to do for
me, is to make an arrangements with the security company to clear the
consignment(funds) from their afiliate office here in the Netherlands as i have already
given directives for the consignment to be brought to the Netherlands from South
Africa.But before then all modalities will have to be put in place like change of
ownership to the consignment and more importantly this money I intend to use for
investmentment, I have two options for you. Firstly you can choose to have certain
percentage of the money for nominating your account for this transaction. Or you can go
into partnership with me for the properprofitable investment of the money in your
country. Whichever the option you want, feel free to notify me. I have also mapped out
5% of this money for all kinds of expenses incurred in the process of this transaction. If
you do not prefer a partnership I am willing to give you 15% of the money while the
remaining 80% will be for my investment in your country. Contact m with the above
telephone number or my E-mail address (jMOYOKOKAY@netscape.nett)

 

Thank you, and may GOD BLESS YOU
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Yours Faithfully,

Moyo Uzuhi.

 

 

 

 

0031613777023

HAARLEM,

THE NETHERLANDS.

 

 

 

CONFIDENTIAL BUSINESS PROPOSAL.

 

You may be surprised to receive this letter from me

since you do not know me personally. I am Sodindo Malinga, the first son of Tawanda
Malinga the most popular black farmer in Zimbabwe who was murdered in the land
dispute in my country. I got your contact

through network online hence decided to write you.

Before the death of my father, he had taken me to

Johannesburg to deposit the sum of US8.6 million

(Eight million, Six Hundred thousand United States

dollars), in one of the private security company,

as he foresaw the looming danger in Zimbabwe this money was deposited in a box as
gem stones to avoid much demurrage from security company. This amount was meant for
the purchase of new machines and chemicals for the Farms and establishment of new
farms in Swaziland.

This land problem came when Zimbabwean President Mr.

Robert Mugabe introduced a new Land Act Reform
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wholly affecting the rich white farmers and some

few black farmers, and this resulted to the killing and mob action by Zimbabwean war
veterans and some lunatics in the society. In fact a lot of people were killed because of
this Land reform Act for which my father was one of the victims.

 

It is against this background that, I and my family

fled Zimbabwe for fear of our lives and are

currently staying in the Netherlands where we are

seeking political asylum and more so have decided to

transfer my father's money to a more reliable

foreign account. since the law of Netherlands

prohibits a refugee (asylum seeker) to open any

bank account or to be involved in any financial

transaction throughout the territorial zone of Netherlands, As the eldest son of my father,
I am saddled with the responsibility of seeking a genuine foreign account where this
money could be transferred without the knowledge of my government who are bent on
taking everything we have got. The South African government seems to be playing along
with them.

 

I am faced with the dilemma of moving this amount of

money out of South Africa for fear of going through

the same experience in future; both countries have

similar political history. As a businessman, I am

seeking for a partner who I have to entrust my

future and that of my family in his hands, I must let you know that this transaction is risk
free. If you accept to assist me and my family, all I want you to do for me, is to make an
arrangements with the security company to clear the consignment(funds) from their
affiliate office here in the Netherlands as I have already given directives for the
consignment to be brought to the Netherlands from South Africa. But before then all
modalities will have to be put in place like change of ownership to the consignment

and more importantly this money I intend to use for

investmentment.
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I have two options for you. Firstly you can choose

to have certain percentage of the money for nominating your account for this transaction.
Or you can go into partnership with me for the proper profitable investment of the money
in your country. Whichever the option you want, feel free to notify me. I have also
mapped out 5% of this money for all kinds of expenses incurred in the process of this
transaction.

If you do not prefer a partnership I am willing to

give you 20% of the money while the remaining 75%

will be for my investment in your country. Contact me

with the above telephone number or my E-mail address

while I implore you to maintain the absolute

secrecy required in this transaction.

 

Thanks, GOD BLESS YOU

 

Yours Faithfully,

Sodindo Malinga.

 

 

 

From: MR RICHMOND WILLIAMS

BANK ACCOUNTANT, ABIDJAN

 

 

Dear

 

First, I must solicit your confidence in this transaction,

this is by virtue of its nature as being utterly
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CONFIDENTIAL and TOP SECRET,We are privileged to contact

you because every human being is connected to others

in a web of relationship,this relationship exist because

we need one another for mutual support and to accomplish

our goal. Though I know that a transaction of this

magnitude will make one apprehensive and worried, but I am

assuring you that all will be well at the end of the

day,We have decided to contact you due to the urgency of

this transaction, as we have been reliably informed of

your discreteness and ability in transactions of this

nature. In brief summary, I am MR RICHMOND WILLIAMS, an

Accountant with a BANKhere in abidjan .I came to know of

you in my private search for a reliable and Reputable

person to handle this confidential transaction, which

involves the transfer of a huge sum of money to a foreign

account requiring maximum confidence.

THE PROPOSITION: A foreigner, Late Engineer Johnson Berry,

is a cocao merchant/Contractor with the Federal Government

of Ivory Coast, until his death five years ago in a

aghastly car accident,banked with us here at bicici bank

abidjan, and had a closing balance of US$37.M (THIRTY SEVEN

Million, United States Dollars) which the bank now

unquestionably expect it to be claimed by any available

foreign next of kin of the Late beneficiary or

alternatively

be donated to a discredited trust fund for arms and

ammunitions at a military war college here in ivory coast,

Fervent valuable efforts are being made by the bicici bank
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to get in touch with any of the Berry family or relatives

but proved to avail. It is because of the perceived

possibility of not being able to locate any

of Late Engr. Johnson Berry's next of kin (he had no known

wife and children) that the management under the influence

of our chairman and member of the board of

directors ,retired Defence Minister Lida Koissi, said that

an arrangement be made for the funds to be

declared "UNCLAIMABLE"and subsequently be donated to the

Trust Fund for Arms and Ammunition to further enhance the

course of war in Africa and the world in general. In order

to avert this negative development, some of my trusted

colleagues and I now seek your permission to have you

stand

as a next-of-kin to Late Engr.Johnson Berry so that the

funds US$37.M would be released and paid into your bank

account as the beneficiary next of kin.

 

All documents and proves to enable you get this fund will

be carefully worked out and more so we are assuring you of

a 100% risk free involvement.Your share stays while the

rest would be for my colleagues and myself for Investment

purposes in your country.

 

We have agreed that,At the conclusion of this business,

you

will be given 15% of the total amount, 80% will be for me

and my colleagues,while 5% will be for expenses both
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parties might have incurred during this process,...If this

proposal is OK by you and you do not wish to take undue

advantage of the trust, then kindly get back to me

immediately via my above mailing address for more

insturction.

Thank you in advance for your anticipated co-operation.

 

Yours faithfully,

 

RICHMOND WILLIAMS

CHIEF ACCOUNTANT

 

 

 

 

 

My Dear Friend,

I got your contact in my search for a trustworthy

foreigner that will

assist me in my present predicament, as I don't even

know whom to

trust so I allowed the spirit of God to lead me.

Firstly let me introduce my self. I am Mrs. Rosa J.

Jonas Savimbi, wife

of the late leader of the National Union of the total

Liberation of

Angola (U.N.I.T.A) who died on the February 22 2002 by
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the bullet of

the ruling government troop.

My late husband was controlling the northern part of

Angola as a

rebel leader which is blessed with a huge deposit of

diamonds this my

late husband used to his advantage, mining and selling

these diamond

to foreign individuals and government in return for

huge amount of US

Dollars and ammunitions that is part of the reasons

couple with

determination

why he was able to sustain his troop for 30 years of

civil war.

Before his untimely death He left a huge amount of

money which amount

to $25.5m (United state dollars) he kept the money

under my care

in case of eventuality so that the future of me and our

children

will be secure.

when we heard the bad news of his death his trusted aid

moved me and

the children and members of our family out of our

hiding, we traveled

in

a fishing boat to Victoria Island, Lagos Nigeria from
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where I am

making this

contact. the money has been coded and secretly

deposited in a

security company and declared as "FAMILY TREASURE" for

onward courier

to reliable foreigner in an advanced economy like your

country for

safe keep.

I am offering you 30% of the total money if you will

assist me to

move this money out of Nigeria as the foreign

beneficiary, while I

and my family will have 70%. I am assuring you that

this transaction

is risk free as we have put all the logistics in place

to make it?

successful all

we need from you is your co-operation and sincerity of

purpose.

I am recovering from a traumatic attack since the death

of my

husband.

I will wait for your response before I can open up the

modus operandi

of this transaction to you in detail. please strictly

send your reply

to my private mailbox. rosa2000@elvis.com Thanks for your understanding,
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Yours in Business,

Mrs. Rosa J.Jonas Savimbi

NOTE: Please send your response to rosa2000@elvis.com

thank you and

God bless you.

 

 

From: Dr.Richard Upe

 

FEDERAL SECRETARIAT COMPLEX (ANNEX)

 

LAGOS, NIGERIA.

 

 

 

Dear sir

 

 

 

REQUET FOR URGENT BUSINESS RELATIONSHIP

 

 

 

First, I must start by soliciting your confidence in

 

this transaction. This is by virtue of its nature as
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being utterly confidential. We require an associate

 

who is capable of prosecuting a transaction of great

 

magnitude involving a pending business transaction

 

requiring utmost secrecy.

 

 

 

We are top officials of the Federal Government

 

Contract Review Panel(CRP) who are interested in

 

importation of goods into our country with funds which

 

are presently trapped in Nigeria. In order to commence

 

this business we solicit your assistance to enable us

 

transfer some trapped funds into your account.

 

 

 

The source of this fund is as follows: In the past few

 

years, the Federal Government of Nigeria allocated
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funds to its Ministries and Agencies based on their

 

requests for funds for the execution of projects. Due

 

to the Government's Central Accounting System, all

 

such allocated funds were paid into the Central Bank

 

of Nigeria, which is the apex bank as well as the

 

banker to the Federal Government. The Federal

 

Government of Nigeria therefore set up a Contract

 

Review Panel (CRP) with a view to identifying duly

 

completed projects, unutilized funds and make

 

recommendations as appropriate. We have identified a

 

lot of the unutilized funds and we want to transfer

 

some of it abroad.

 

 

 

However, by virtue of our position as civil servants
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and members of this Panel, we cannot acquire this money in

 

our names. I have therefore been delegated, as a matter of

 

trust by my colleagues in the panel, to look for an

 

overseas partner into whose account we would transfer

 

the sum of US$24,500,000.00 (Twenty Four Million, Five Hundred Thousand US
Dollars). We have a complete understanding of the workings of this form of endeavour
and as civil servants, we shall need some financial assistance in completing the project
wher

 

e you

 

decide to assist us. After the transfer, we have agreed to share the money thus;

 

20% for the account owner (you),

 

70% for us (the officials) and

 

10% to be used for the reimbursement of

 

taxation and all local and foreign expenses.

 

 

 

It is from our 70% that we wish to commence the importation business. Please note that
this transaction is 100% safe and we hope to complete the transfer latest in ten (10/14)
banking days from the date of receipt of the information below.
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We urgently require the following from you by fax;

 

1. Name of Beneficiary (account owner), telephone and

 

fax numbers for easy communication.

 

2. Name and Full Address of Company.

 

3. Complete particulars of the Bank where you wish the

 

funds to be transferred. This should include the bank

 

address, account number, the telephone and fax numbers

 

of the bank. The above information will enable us

 

write letters of claim and job description respectively. An application for payment will be
made in favour of the beneficiary (you or your company) and the funds shall be
transferred to the bank and account number specified in the application. We are loo

 

king

 

forward to doing business with you and please treat this transaction as strictly
confidential.
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As a token of our gratitude, as soon as you confirm

 

the arrival of the funds in your account, we shall

 

arrange for you the equivalent of 500,000 barrels of

 

Automobile Gasoline (AGO), for spotlifting as less than market price. One of my
colleagues is directly in charge of Crude Oil

 

allocation.

 

 

 

Thanks for your anticipated cooperation.

 

Yours faithfully,

 

 

 

DR.Richard Upe

 

 

 

______________________________________________________

Get Paid... With Your Free Email at

http://www.zwallet.com/index.html?user=drrichard
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Respectfull one,

 

Good a thing to write you. we have a proposal for

you-this however is not mandatory nor will we in

any manner compel you to honour against your will.

 

We are Kweku and Kwesi ,23years old and the only

surviving twins of our late parents Mr.and

Mrs.Sebotimo. our father was a highly reputable

busnness magnate-(a cocoa merchant)who operated in the

capital of Ivory coast during his days.

 

It is sad to say that he passed away mysteriously in

France during one of his business trips abroad on

12th.Feb. 2002.Though his sudden death was linked

or rather suspected to have been masterminded by an

uncle of his who travelled with him at that time.

But God knows the truth!

 

Our mother died when we was just 4 years old,and since

then our father took us so special. Before his death

on Febuary 12 2001 he called the secretary who

accompanied him to the hospital and told her that he

had a sum of $25 million US DOLLARS (twenty five)

MILLION USA DOLLARS)kept in 2 trunks boxes with a

private security company in (AFRICA)here in Abidjan

Ivory Coast.
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He also said that the security company does not know

the content of the safe Box.He decleared it as family

treasure and used our name to Deposit the money as

his only surviving children and also his next of kin.

He also explained to us that it was because of this

wealth that he was poisoned by his business

assocaites, That we should seek for a foreign partner

in a country of our choice where we will transfer this

money to and use it for investment purposes.

 

We want you to assist us in clearing this fund into

your account overseas as a beneficiary of the fund,

and also use it for an ivestment purpose.

 

We are just 23 years old and a university

undergraduate

and really don't know what to do.Now we want an

account

overseas where I can transfer this funds. This is

because we have suffered a lot of set backs as a

result

of incessant political crisis here in Ivory coast.The

death of our father actually brought sorrow to our

life.

 

Dearest one,I am in a sincere desire of your humble

assistance in this regards Your suggestions and ideas
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will be highly regarded.

 

Now permit me to ask these few questions:-

1. Can you honestly help me as your daughter?

2. Can we completely trust you?

3. What percentage of the total amount in question

will be good for you after the money is in your

account?

 

Please,Consider this and get back to us as soon as

possible.

 

Thank you so much.

Our sincere regards,

Kweku and Kwesi Sebotimo.

 

 

 

 

___________________________________________________________

Do You Yahoo!? -- Une adresse @yahoo.fr gratuite et en français !

Yahoo! Mail : http://fr.mail.yahoo.com

 

 

Telephone/0031-630-305-701

 

Dear Mr/Mrs

I apologize for contacting you in this form, since you
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don'tknow me personally; I am Mr,Oseba Komeru the son of

Tamamba Komeru who was recently murdered in a land dispute in

Zimbabwe.

I am writing this letter to request your assistance and

confidentiality to handle a transfer of fund into a Foreign

account and I decided to write you,my late father was among

the few black Zimbabwean rich farmers murdered in cold blood

by the agents of the ruling Government of President Robert

Mugabe, for his alleged support and sympathy for the

Zimbabwean opposition party controlled by the white minority,

Before my fathers death, he has taken to Johannesburg and

deposited the sum of Twelve Million United State Dollars

($12million)with a Security and Finance Company as if he

foreseen the looming danger in Zimbabwe.

This money was allocated for the purchase of new Machinery and

chemical products for Agro allied farm and for the

establishment of new farms in Lesotho and Swaziland. These

land problems arose when President Robert Mugabe introduced a

new land act that wholly affected the rich

white farmers, and the blacks vehemently condemned the "modus

operandi" adopted by the government. This resulted to rampant

Killings and mob action by the war veterans and some political

thugs,precisely more than three thousands(3,000)people have so

far been killed.Heads of government from the west, especially

Britain and United States have voiced their condemnation of

Mugabe's plans. Subsequently, South Africa Development

Community (S.A.D.C) has continuously supported Mugabe's new

land act, it is against this background that my entire family
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who are currently residing in South Africa have decided to

transfer my father's money into a foreign account. As the

eldest son of my father, I am saddled with the responsibility

of seeking a genuine foreign account where this money could be

transferred without the knowledge of my government who are

tactically freezing our family's wealth and South Africa

government seem to be playing along with them. I am faced with

the dilemma of investing this money in South Africa for the

fear of encountering the same experience in the future,since

both countries have the same political history.

More so, The South Africa Foreign Exchange policy does not

allow such investment, Hence I am seeking for political asylum

in The Netherlands.As a business person whom I entrusted my

future and that of my family into his hands, I must let you

know that this transaction is 100% risk free and the nature of

your business does not necessarily matter. For your

assistance,we are offering you 15% of the sum 80% for me and

my family, while 5% will be mapped out for any expenses that

we may incurred during this transaction.We wish to invest our

money on commercial properties based on your advice.Finally, I

will demand for assurance that you will not sit on the money

when it gets to the account you are going to provide in your

country.If this proposal is accepted by you, please confirm

your interest by send me an email.

 

Thank you and God bless you.

 

Awaiting your urgent respond.
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Best Regard

Oseba Komeru.

 

 

 

From:KONARE-KONAME

Tel:+22505663907

Email:konare@libero.it

 

Dear ,

 

I am KONARE-KONAME, first son to Late

DR YAYA KONAME the former Financial

Director to Sierra-Leone

Diamond Mining Corporation presently here in Abidjan

with the rest of my family.Before the unfortunate

killing of my father he

deposited the sum of $27. Million USD with the Côte

d´Ivoire bank for further remittance to

abroad, the deposit documents will be fax to you

on receipt of interest.

 

Presently we have decided to move this funds out of

the country for in immediate, and in this regards we

are contacting you to act as the proper beneficiary

to this Funds as to enable the bank in transferring
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this Fund to your nominated bank account abroad for

investment which will be of your guide line.

 

I and my mother has decided in compensating you

properly for this noble assistance which will beagreed

within the both of us.

 

Please do contact us as soon as possible us to know

your interest and to discus the best / fastest

modalities of effecting this transaction within the

shortest possible time as we as so much anchors to

live this country, as you can see we are not secured

here.

 

Awaiting for your urgent responds.

 

Regards and God bless.

 

KONARE-KONAME

 

 

FROM KELVIN WILLIAMS.

10 AVENUE DE BAFATA,

REPUBLIQUE OF IVORY COAST.

PLEASE CALL ME BACK FOR MORE EXPLANATIONS 22507355166.

 

DEAR ONE,
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GREETINGS IN THE LORD.

 

PLEASE AND PLEASE DO NOT BE EMBARASED, I AM SEEKING

YOUR ATTENTION TO HELP ME TRANSFER THE SUM $10,000,000,00

US DOLLARS ($10.m usd) IN YOUR ACCOUNT.PLEASE IT IS MORE

THAN URGENT,I PROPOSE 8% OF THE MONEY AS YOUR SHARE FOR THE

ASSISTANCE.

PLEASE REPLY OR CALL ME IMMEDIATELY.

THANKS,

KELVIN WILLIAMS.

 

NB.YOUR TELE/FAX IS MORE IMPORTANT FOR MORE EFECTIVE

COMINICATIONS .AND PLS DO NOT FORGET TO CALL ME WITH THIS
NUMBER 22507355166 SO THAT WE WILL DISCUSS MORE.

 

 

HERE ARE THE INFORMATIONS THE BANK DEMAND.

YOUR BANK NAME/ADDRESS/SWIFT CODE

YOUR TELE /FAX NUMBER

YOUR ACCOUNT NO/ROUTING NUMBER

YOUR FULL CONTACT ADDRESS

 

 

 

 

Dear sir

You may be surprise to receive this letter from me,since you
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dont know me personally,I am PAMELA LLOYD. The Daughter of DR

LOLLYD EDWARD, Who was recently murdered in the land dispute

in Zimbabwe. I got your contact as i was searching for a

reliable person to handle a very confidential business which

involve a transfer of fund to a foreign account and i decided

to write you, my late father was among the few black

Zimbabwean opposition party rich farmers murdered by the

agents of the ruling Government of president Robert mugabe,for

his alleged support and sympathy for the Zimbabwean opposition

party controlled by the white minority, Before the death of my

father,he had taken to johannesburg and deposited the sum of

thirty eight million united state dollars (U$38,000,000 with a

diplomatic company in South Africa,The money right now is in

NETHERLAND(EUROPE), as if he forseen the looming danger in

zimbabwe. The money was deposited in a box as valuable

items(photograhic material) to avoid over taxed custom

clearance. This money was allocated for the purchase of new

machinery and chemical product for Agro-allied farms and for

establishment of new farms in lesotho and swaziland.This land

problems arose when president Robert mugabe introduced a new

land act that wholly affected the rich white farmers and some

blacks vehemently condemned the "modus operandi"adopted by the

government.This result to rampant killings and mob action by

the war veterans and some political thugs,precisely more than

three thousand( 3,000) people have so far been killed.Heads of

government from the west, especially Britain and united states

have voice their condemnation of Mugabe's plans.Subsequently,

south Africa have development community(S.A.D.C)has continousy
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supported mugabe's new land act, it is against this background

that my entire family who are currently residing in South

Africa have decided to transfer my father's wealth and south

Africa's government seems to be playing along with them.I am

face with the dilemma of investing this money in the

Netherlands because i am not having resident permit for fear

of such investment ,Hence i am seeking for(political

asylum)in the Netherlands,I am looking for a business person

whom i can entrusted this fund into his hands for investment,

i must let you know that this transaction is 100% risk free

and the nature of your business does not necessarily

matter.For your assistance we are offering you 30% of the sum

,60% for me and my family,while 5% will be mapped out for any

expenses that we may incurre during this transaction.We wish

to invest our money on commecial properties based on your

advice. Finally, i will demand for assurance that you will not

sit on the money when it gets to your personal account or

comp! any account in your country, If this proposal is

accepted please confirm your interest by or sending me email

with this email pamela013@lycos.com or with above and

also with my mobile number 0031623276561

Thanks.

 

PAMELA LLOYD

 

 

REF; TRANSACTION REQUEST.
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DEAR PARTNER.

 

I am aware that it is amazing when a business proposal letter

come From Some one that you Don't know however, your address was to the

consideration of your profile and I became aware of your credibility and

co-operation in this transaction that would be profitable to both of us.

 

I am Mr Brown Mwananaga. The son of Dr Nanapanga Mwananaga.

Finance Minister of Democratic Republic of Congo(DRC),presently l am in

the Netherlands on a senior Legal management course. Recently I was

contacted by my father over the issue am to explain. Dr nanapanga Mwananaga

was appointed the finance Minister in the government of president

Laurent Desire Kabila of the Democratic Republic of congo (DRC),Being

close friend and also old school mate of president Laurent Desire Kabila,

make them have trust in each other.

 

Early Last four years, a contract was awarded to a foreign company

in congo mining corporation on Diamond mining. Before the contract was

awarded to the foreign firm, a required amount was Agreed upon and was paid

by the contracting company to ensure that it is in their favour. The money

paid was (US$22,000.000.million united state Dollars)and was paid to the

then president kabila through his finance minister Dr, Nanapanga

Mwananaga.

 

There after, the whole money was moved to avoid being traced

by their political rivals, and was moved to the Netherlands through

telegraphic transfer. Unfortunately president Laurent kabila whom my father

had this arrangement with was attacked in his home town, by one of his own
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body guard, but did not survive. Now that his son has succeeded him, I will

want us to use this opportunity to move the money out from the Netherlands

to another safe account you will provide before we meet you up personaly.

If you accept this proposal and ready to corporate with out directives you

will be rewarded , All areas for the smooth transaction is already being

taken care off.

 

Be rest assured that this business will attract no risk. For more

clarification, you are to use the above telephone number to contact

me.+31-630-061-016

 

Yours sincerely

 

Mr Brown Mwananaga.

 

 

Dear sir,

 

BUSINESS ASSISTANCE

 

Though you donÃÕ know me, I am michael tony, a serria

leonnean and who has just gotten out of the hands of

Rebel Soldiers,fighting against the regime of

President Tijan Ahmed Kaba and his troop.My father

who was then the chairman of the diamond co-operation

in Sierra Leonne,was killed also by the rebels .On

the intervention of Rev.Jesse Jackson, we were

released and presently staying in a refugee camp in
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Ghana.

Before my fatherÃÔ death ,he notified me of a huge

amount he hurriedly deposited with a security company

here in Ghana (during the war ).He gave me the

documents and authority to claim the consignments from

the company.The amount involved in the consignments

is $10.5 m(ten million,five hundred thousand US

dollars).He logded with the company as a jewelleries.

I got your contact ,from a friend here in Ghana,who

normally travel on Business to your country.I told

him of my need for a foreign partner and my

intentions to invest in Europe,Asia or USA.He told me

of how reliable and trustworthy you are.This is how

far he knows of my intentions.

The security company is prepared to help me carry my

consignments (money) out of Africa.This security

company officials, do travel on official assignments

and with diplomatic immunity,to pay offshore

contractors.I want you to assist me as my partner to

help me receive the consignments over there and keep

it in a safe place.You will then send me a letter of

invitation,in other from me to get my visa to join you

up.I am also interested in Buying a house as I will be

coming to settle down there with my family and you

should advise me on a Profitable business in your

country.

For your assistant,I am prepared to compensate you

with 10% of the money,5% will be set aside for extra
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expenditure,during the cause of this transaction.While

,the rest will be for my investments.

Please let me know my intentions immediately through

my email information above.

NOTE: Please treat this as confidential ,as I have

not told anybody except you even Your friend that gave

me

your contact .

Waiting to hear from you.

Yours truly,

 

michael tony.

please contact me through this my phone

number;00233-24-665614

 

 

 

 

Attention:

 

With warm hearts I offer my friendship, and my greetings, and I hope

This letter meets you in good time. It will be surprising to you to

Receive this proposal from me since you do not know me personally.

 

However, I am sincerely seeking your confidence in this transaction, which

I propose with my free mind and as a person of integrity.

 

My name is MOTIZE JOHN the son of LATE FELIX MOTIZE
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One of the most popular farmers from Zimbabwe, who was murdered in the

Land dispute in my country.

 

As led by my instinct, I decided to contact you through email, after

searching

for Contacts via the internet, as it is the only means I can contact anybody

since I am cutting off ties with Zimbabwe for now. I apologize if this is

not acceptable to you.

 

The purpose of this letter is to seek your most needed assistance in a

Business venture. Due to the land and political problems in Zimbabwe, and

President Robert Mugabe's introduction of new Land Act Reform wholly

affecting the rich white farmers and the few

rich black farmers, all white farmers were asked to surrender their farms to

the Government for re-distribution and infact to his political party members

and my Father though black was the treasury of the farmers association and a

strong Member of an opposition party that did not support the president's

idea.

 

He then ordered his party members and the police under his pay row to

Invade my father's farm and burn down everything in the farm. They

Killed my father and took away a lot of items from his farm.

 

After the death of my father, our local pastor and a close friend of my

Father handed us over will documents with instructions from my father

That we should leave Zimbabwe incase anything happen to him.

 

The will documents have a certificate of deposit, Airway bill confirming
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cash

Deposit totalling Twelve million five hundred thousand united state dollars.

[$12.5m] kept in custody for us in a security company unknown to the company

(INTERCONTINENTAL SECURITY AND COURIER SERVICES)

http://www.interseccouriers.com/ that the content is money hence it was

deposited as personal belongings.

 

This money was deposited with this Private Security Company for

Safety and security reasons, and was to be used for the purchase

Of land, new machines and chemicals establishment of new farms in

Botswana.

 

This violent and barbaric act by Mugabe has since led to the death of

My beloved mother and kid sister and other innocent lives.

 

I was continually threatened to abandon my inheritance from my father

After he was murdered. I resisted for a while, but when the danger

Became unbearable, and I survived two murder attempts, I fled Zimbabwe

With the help of my father's close friend Mr. John Casahans from

Australia also a farmer who was leaving in Zimbabwe with us but left

With his family following this ugly development I have tried to reach

Him but all to no avail.

 

I am currently staying in the Netherlands where I am seeking political

Asylum. In fact my decision to come here to seek asylum, is because

the security company from South Africa, has a branch here, I have

Contacted them to move the safe deposit from their office in

Johannesburg to The affiliate office here in Amsterdam The Netherlands
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which they are waiting further directives from me before they effect the

movement.

 

I need to transfer this money to an account and invest part of the

Money. Since the law of Netherlands prohibits a refugee (asylum

Seeker) to open any bank account or to be involved in any financial

Transaction, this is why I am seeking a genuine and reliable

Partner, whose account this money can be transferred after the consignment

must have been duely transferred from South Africa, hence your involvement

in this venture.

 

You have to understand that this decision taken by me is a very big

And brave one, and it entrusts my future in your hands, as a result of

the safe keeping of this money.

 

If you accept to assist me, all I want you to do for me, is to assist

With arrangements to claim the deposit from the security company from

their office here in The Netherlands, as it has now been transferred

>From Johannesburg, South Africa to their branch here. The company will

be legally informed of you representing me.

 

For your assistance, I have two options for you. Firstly you can

Choose to have 20% of the money for your assistance, and helping me

Open an account for the money to be deposited here, or you can go into

Partnership with me for the proper profitable investment of the money

in your country.

 

Whichever the option you want, please to notify me in
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Your reply.

 

I have also set aside 1 % of the total sum $12.5M for all kinds of

Expenses that come our way in the process of this transaction, and 4%

For Charity donation. If you prefer to accept the 20% for

Your moral and financial assistance then the balance will be left

in the account here for me.

 

Please note that this 1% is not with me at the moment but shall be deducted

from

The total contract sum as soon as the money finally hits your nominated

account.

 

Finally I want you to maintain absolute secrecy for the purpose of

This transaction.

 

You can reach me on this Email address motize_jh_200@zwallet.com

 

I look forward to your reply and coperation, and I thank you in

Advance as I anticipate your co-operation.

 

Sincerely,

MOTIZE JOHN

PLEASE REPLY ONLY TO THIS MY PRIVATE EMAIL ADDRESS

motize_jh_200@zwallet.com
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20 june 2003.

 

 

ATTN.

 

 

Acknowleging your current status .I rely on your mature and confidential

assitance .I am Fitzgerald Eze Esq. attorney to late Mr.James Coker an American

citizen and a Residen tbusiness tycoon in Nigeria.

 

The said Late Mr. James Coker secured my service to

draft a will for him after he was involved in an auto

crash. In the said will of Late Mr.James Coker he

bequeathed his legates to his next of kin Mr. Andrew

Coker a German resident business man.

 

 

The said legates are his corporate business home

valued at 100 Million U.S Dollars and 12.3 Million U.S

Dollars cash in a bank account with Zenith Investment

banking corporation.

 

We have made several unrelenting efforts in our bid to

get across to the beneficiary of the fund, but without

success.Believing that he is not in existence.
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We therefore solicit for your assistance to enable us

divert this fund into your personal bank account on

the agreement that you retain 20% of the principal

amount once transferred into your bank account.

 

I have made every arrangement to make this business

deal hitch free. Being one of the executors of the

will, I have in my custody every relevant document

regarding this business transaction. Ranging from the

power of attorney through which I was empowered to act

as his lawful attorney, The bank account information

where the money is currently being deposited, copy of

the will and copy of the letter of probate obtained

from the High Court of Lagos state-Nigeria.

 

Looking forward to your resolve decision to take part

in this business deal.you can also mail me at fitzgerald466@hotmail.com.

Best regards,

 

Fitzgerald Eze (esq)

 

 

 

 

FROM:Don Zubiks

PHONE:(874)-762864167

FAX :(874)-762864168
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(URGENT AND CONFIDENTIAL)

 

RE: TRANSFER OF ($26,000.000.00 USD}

TWENTY SIX MILLION DOLLARS

 

Dear Sir,

 

We want to transfer ($26,000.000.00 USD) Twenty six million United States

Dollars from a Prime Bank here in South Africa to oversea account. I want

to ask you, If you are capable; or quietly look for a reliable and honest

person who will be capable and fit to provide either an existing bank

account or to set up a new Bank a/c immediately to receive this money,

even an empty a/c can serve to receive this money, as long as you will

remain honest to me till the end for this important business trusting in

you and believing in God that you will never let me down either now or in

future.

 

I am the Auditor General of one of the prime banks here in South Africa,

during the course of our auditing,I discovered a floating fund in an

account opened in the bank in 1996 and since 1998 nobody has operated on

this account again,after going through some old files in the records I

discovered that the owner of the account died without a [Heir/WILL] hence

the money is floating and if I do not remit this money out urgently it

will be forfeited for nothing. The owner of this account is SCHULTZ

MULLER VORNAMEN a foreigner, a great industrialist and he died since

1998.No other person knows about this account or anything concerning it,
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the account has no other beneficiary and my investigation proved to me as

well that until his death he was the manager DIAMOND HOCHTIEF [pty]SA.

 

We will start the first transfer with Six million [$6,000.000] upon

successful transaction without any

disappoint from your side, we shall re-apply for the payment of the

remaining rest amount to your account.

 

The total amount involve is Twenty six million United States Dollars only

[$26,000.000.00]. I want to first transfer $6,000.000.00 [Six million

United States Dollar] from this money into a safe foreigners account

abroad before the rest.But I don't know any foreigner, I am only

contacting you as a foreigner because this money can not be approved to a

local person here, without valid international foreign passport, but can

only be approved to any foreigner with valid international passport or

drivers license and foreign a/c because the money is in US dollars and

the former owner of the a/c is a foreigner too, and the money can only be

approved into a foreign a/c.

 

However, we will sign a binding agreement, to bind us together when we

meet face to face after the first transfer of $6 Million before

transferring the second part of $20 Million. I am revealing this to you

with believe in God that you will never let me down in this business, you

are the first and the only person that I am contacting for this business,

so please reply urgently so that I will inform you the next step totake

urgently.

 

Send me full details of the account to be used for this transfer,
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including your direct telephone and fax numbers so that I will have a

private/security discussion with you.I want us to meet face to face to

build confidence and to sign a binding agreement that will bind us

together immediately after the first

transfer before we fly to your country for withdrawal, sharing and investments.

 

I need your full co-operation to make this work fine because the

management is ready to approve this

payment to any foreigner who has correct information of this account,

which I will give to you upon your

positive response and once I am convinced that you are capable and will

meet up with instruction of a key bank official who is deeply involved

with me in this business. I need your strong assurance that you will

never, never let me down.

 

With my influence and my position in the bank, the bank official can

transfer this money to any

foreigner's reliable account that you can provide with assurance that

this money will be intact pending our physical arrival in your country

for sharing. The bank official Will destroy all documents of transaction

immediately we receive this money leaving no trace to any place and to

build confidence.

 

You can call me for heart to heart discussion through my private

satellite phone which I secured for the

security and safety of this business as you know that this business is

confidential.I will use my position

and influence to obtain all legal approvals for onward transfer of this
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money to your account with

appropriate clearance from the relevant ministries and foreign exchange

departments.

 

At the conclusion of this business, you will be given 35% of the total

amount, 60% will be for me, while 5% will be for expenses both parties

might have incurred during the process of transferring.

 

I look forward to your earliest reply through my email

address/ fax or telephone.

 

Regards,

 

Don Zubiks

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dear Sir,

I am Mr.Adams Peters Bah Billor and my sister is Miss Rose Bah Billor, we are the
children of late Chief Sam Bah Billor from Sierra Leone.

I am writing you in absolute confidence primarily to seek your assistance

to transfer our cash of Thirty Million Dollars ($30,000.000.00) now

in the custody of a private Security trust firm in Europe the money is

in trunk boxes deposited and declared as family valuables by my late father as a matter of
fact the company does not know the content as money, although my father made them to
under stand that the boxes belongs to his foreign partner.
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Source of the money:

My late father Chief Sam Bah Billor, a native of Mende District in

the Northerh province of Sierra Leone, was the General Manager of Sierra

Leone Mining co-operation (S.L.M.C.) Freetown . According to my father,

this money was the income accrued from Mining Co-operation's over draft

and minor sales.

Before the peak of the civil war between the rebels forces of Major

Paul Koroma and the combined forces of ECOMOG peace keeping operation that

almost destroyed my country, following the forceful removal from power

of the civilian elected President Ahmed Tejan Kabbah by the rebels. My

father had already made arrangement for us that is my mother, my little

sister and myself to be evacuated to Abidjan Cote d' Ivoire with the

CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT issued to him by a security firm in South Africa

with a sister security firm in Europe.

During the war in my country,and following the indiscriminate looting

of Public and Government properties by the rebel forces, the Sierra

Leone mining coop. Was one of the target looted and it was destroyed.

My father including other top Government functionaries were attaked and

killed by the rebels in November 2000 because of his relationship with

the civilian Government of Ahmed Tejan Kabbah.

As a result of my father's death, and with the news of my uncle's involvement in the air
crash in January it dashed our hope of survival.

The untimely deaths caused my mother's heart failure and other related

complications of which she later died in the hospital after we must have

spent a lot of money on her early this year. Now my 18 years old sister and myself are
alone in this strange country suffering without any care or help. Without any relation, we
are now like refugees and orphans.

Our only hope now is in you and the boxes deposited in the Security

Firm. To this effect,I humbly solicit your assistance in the followings
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ways.

1. To assist me claim this boxes from the security

Firm as our beneficiary.

2. To transfer this money (USD$30M) in your name to your country.

3. To make a good arrangement for a joint business investment on our

behalf in your country and you, our Adviser/ Manager For your assistance,

I have agreed with my younger sister that 20% of the total amount will

be for your effort and another 10 % to cover all the expenses that may incur during the
business transaction.

Last,I urge you to keep this transaction strictly confidential as no one knows our where
about.

Please as you show your willingness, Forward to us your full name, address

and Tel/Fax numbers, to me via my private e-mail address as indicated below,this is for
security reasons as I will only be accessing my private e-mail earnestly awaiting your
response.

Thanks.

May God bless you as you assist us.

Mr. Adams Peters Bah Billor.

 

 

 

 

 

URGENT BUSINESS PROPOSAL

I am Mr.Tatus Mulu the son of late Mr James kasi Mulu of Zimbabwe who was the
President of the Cooperative Agricultural Societies (CAS) in Zimbabwe. I got your
contact address from South African Chamber of Commerce and Industry. During the
current crisis against the farmers of Zimbabwe by the supporters of our President Robert
Mugabe to claim all white farms in my

country, he ordered all the white farmers to surrender their farms to his party members
and their followers. My father was one of the biggest farmers in the country and although
a black indigene, he did not support the President Political Ideology. Therefore the
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President supporters invaded my fathers farm burnt down everything killed him and
confiscated all his investments. After the death of my father, my mother and I together
with my younger

sister decided to move out of Zimbabwe for safety of our lives. On our departure from
Zimbabwe, we took along with us some money which my father kept in the safe with my
mother s custody which amounted to the sum of US $25,500,000.00 (TWENTY FIVE
MILLION FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND UNITED STATES DOLLARS) to the
republic of South Africa where we have deposited it as personal valuables in a private
security company and sought for political asylum. These funds were meant for purchase
of agricultural equipment and

machinery. My mother has suggested and I agreed that we have to move out of the

African Continent to overseas for actual safety and to do reliable business investments.

Therefore we have decided that I should contact the reliable business person/firm
/company who could assist us to transfer this money out of South Africa through a current
investment account because as refugees we are not allowed to operate any

An Interesting variation. Lotteries won without
having a ticket!

Despite the fact that Pixelpapers is completely
unfunded, we have passed over our prizes in the
hope that the money is returned to the needy.

We feel that we are unique as we doubt that more
prestigous literary magazines could resist two
three and a half million dollars and a million
euros!
Subject:

CONGRATULATIONS!!!

Date:

Mon, 10 Mar 2003 21:23:59 +0100

From:

DELTA LOTTERY INTERNATIONAL <deltalottery2003@winning.com>
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Reply-To:

duckhavard@netscape.net

To:

pixpress@iinet.net.au

 

DELTA LOTTERY INTERNATIONAL

 

FROM: INTERNATIONAL PROMOTION/PRIZE AWARD DEPT.

 

REF: OGA/2311786008/09

BATCH: 13/044/IPD /NL

RE: WINNING NOTIFICATION

 

Sir/Madam

 

We are pleased to inform you of the result of the Lottery Winners International programs
held on the 2nd of January 2003. Your e-mail address attached to ticket number
205114644446-601 with serial number 3772-02 drew lucky numbers 6-14-110-23-32-66
which consequently won in the 2nd category, you have therefore been approved for a
lump sum pay out of 1,000,000.00 Euro. (One Million Euro)

CONGRATULATIONS!!!

Due to mix up of some numbers and names, we ask that you keep your winning
information confidential until your claims has been processed and your money remitted to
you. This is part of our security protocol to avoid double claiming and unwarranted abuse
of this program by some participants.

All participants were selected through a computer ballot system drawn from over 100,000
company and 50,000,000 individual email addresses and names from all over the world.
This promotional program takes place every three-year. We hope with part of your
winning you will take part in our end of year 50 million Euro international lottery. To file
for your claim, please contact our fiducially agent MR. DUCK HAVARD of the,

PACIFIC ATLANTIC CONSULTANCY

TEL:+31-630-436-557
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FAX:+31-642-375-356

Email: duckhavard@netscape.net

 

Remember, all winning must be claimed not later than 20th March 2003. After this date
all unclaimed funds will be included in the next year stake. Please note in order to avoid
unnecessary delays and complications please remember to quote your reference number
and batch numbers in all correspondence. Furthermore, should there be any change of
address do inform our agent as soon as possible.

Congratulations once more from our members of staff and thank you for being part of our
promotional program.

 

Note: Anybody under the age of 18 is automatically disqualified.

Sincerely yours,

Mrs. Elizabeth Van Bosch

Lottery Coordinator.

 

and
 

 

ELGORDO EUROPE SWEEPSTAKE LOTTERY

C\ Don Jaime I nº11 2º

50.003 Zaragoza

SPAIN

 

 

 

FROM: THE DESK OF THE PROMOTIONS MANAGER,

INTERNATIONAL PROMOTIONS/ PRIZE AWARD DEPARTMENT.
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REF: OYL/26510460037/02

BATCH: 24/00319/1PD

 

RE/ AWARD NOTIFICATION; FINAL NOTICE

We are pleased to inform you of the announcement

today 26th may 2003, of winners of the ELGORDO EUROPE SWEEPSTAKE
LOTTERY PROMO PRIZE AWARDS

held on 2oth May 2003

 

Your were attached to ticket number

0234-0148-1790-459, with serial number 5073-11 drawn from the lucky

numbers 43-11-44-37-10-27, and consequently won the lottery in the 3rd

category.

 

You have therefore been approved for a lump sum pay

out of US$1,500.000.00 in cash credited to file REF

NO. OYL/25041238013/02. This is from total prize money of

US$22,000,000.00

shared among the seventeen international winners in

this category.

 

All participants were selected through a computer ballot system

drawn from 25,000 names from Australia, New

Zealand, America, Europe, North America,Middle East,Africa and Asia as

part of International Promotions Program.

 

CONGRATULATIONS!
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Your fund is now deposited in a SECURITY VAULT insured in your name.

 

Due to the mix up of some numbers and names, we ask that you keep

this award strictly from public notice until your claim has been

processed and your money remitted to your account

 

This is part of our security protocol to avoid

double claiming or unscrupulous acts by participants of this program.

 

To begin your claim, please contact your claim

agent;

 

MR DON MEYER- MANAGER

MAPRO SEGURO SECURITY INSURANCE

CALLE MEXICO 17,

MADRID SPAIN.

TEL:34-60-5532107

FAX:34-60-5532108

Email:info_spain@maproseguro.9f.com

 

 

For due processing and remittance of your prize

money to a designated account of your choice.

 

Remember, all prize money must be claimed not later

than 5th june 2003. After this date, all funds will be returned

as unclaimed.
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NOTE: In order to avoid unnecessary delays and

complications, please remember to quote your

reference and batch numbers in every one of your

correspondences with your agent.

 

Furthermore, should there be any change of your address, do inform

your claim agent as soon as possible.

 

Acknowledge the receipt of this notice through this email(europelottery2@europe.com)
to enable us forward your payment processing document to your claim agent and forward
to you the document that will facilitate your claim before you make contact with the agent

 

Congratulations again from all our staff and thank

you for being part of our promotions program.

 

 

Sincerely,

 

John Newton

 
and
 

Subject:

DAYZER LOTTERY INTER

From:

dayzer lottery <dayzerlottery@netscape.net>
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Date:

Sat, 28 Jun 2003 16:46:40 +0200

To:

pixpress@iinet.net.au

 

FROM DAYZER LOTTERY INTERNATIONAL

Ref. Nnumbe: 132/756/4509

Batch Number: 538901527-Bc68

Sir/Madam

We are pleased to inform you of the result of the Lottery Winners International programs
held on the 20th of July, 2003. Your e-mail address attached to ticket number
27522465896-6453 with serial number 3772-554 drew lucky numbers 7-14-18-23-31-45
which consequently won in the 2ND category, you have therefore been approved for a
lump sum pay out of US$ 1,000,000,000 (One Million United States Dollars)

CONGRATULATIONS!!!

Due to mix up of some numbers and names, we ask that you keep your winning
information confidential until your claims has been processed and your money Remitted
to you. This is part of our security protocol to avoid double claiming and unwarranted
abuse of this program by some participants.

All participants were selected through a computer ballot system drawn from over 20,000
company and 30,000,000 individual email addresses and names from all over the world.

This promotional program takes place every three year. This lottery was promoted and
sponsored by eminent personalities like Bill Gates and the Sultan of Brunei, we hope with
part of your winning you will take part in our next year USD50 million international
lottery.

To file for your claim, please contact our fiducial agent Mr.CHISTOPER Weeks AND
ASSOCIATES NETHERLAND. TELEPHONE :+31-62-44-3322-6 AND FAX :+
31-20-69-59-654 HOLLAND. Reply Email: dayzerlottery@netscape.net Remember, all
winning must be claimed not later than 20th of August 2003. After this date all unclaimed
funds will be included in the next stake.

Please note in order to avoid unnecessary delays and complications, remember to quote
your reference number and batch numbers in all correspondence.

Furthermore, should there be any change of address do inform our agent as soon as
possible. Congratulations once more from our members of

staff and thank you for being part of our promotional program.
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Note: Anybody under the age of 18 is automatically disqualified.

Sincerely yours,

MR Chistoper Weeks.

Lottery Coordinator

 
and:

 

EL GORDO SPANISH SWEEP STAKE LOTTERY COMPANY S.L

EL GORDO CALLE CORDOBA NO 21, PLANTA 2-A

28204 MADRID, ESPANA.

EL GORDO TEL: + 34 680169019 .

FROM: THE DESK OF THE VICE PRESIDENT.

INTERNATIONAL PROMOTIONS/PRIZE AWARD.

BATCH: EGS/22504002/03 , REFERENCE:15/0018/IPD

 

DATE 30TH JUNE 2003.

ATTENTION:.

RE: AWARD NOTIFICATION.

This is to inform you of the release of the EL- GORDO DE LA PRIMITIVA LOTTERY
held on the 23th day of June, 2003. Due to the mix up of numbers and addresse and the
holidays, the results were released on the 25 th of June, 2003.

Your name attached to ticket number 021-2238-952 with serial number 4323-18 drew the
lucky numbers of 10 -33-48-52-50 which consequently won the lottery in the 3rd
category.

You have therefore been approved for a lump sum payout of USD $ 815,810.00 ( EIGHT
HUNDRED AND FIFTEEN THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED AND TEN UNITED
STATES DOLLARS ONLY) in cash credited to file with REF. NO. EGS/3662367114/13.
This is from a total cash prize of USD 6,621,340.00 ( SIX MILLION SIX HUNDRED
AND TWENTY ONE THOUSAND, THREE HUNDRED AND FOURTY US
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DOLLARS ONLY) Shared among the seventeen international winners in this category.
CONGRATULATIONS!!!

Your fund is now deposited with a Security Company and insured in your name. Due to
mix up of some numbers and names, we ask that you keep this award from public notice
until your claim has been processed and money remitted to your account as this is part of
our security protocol to avoid double claiming or unwarranted taking advantage of this
program by participants as it has happened in the past.

All participants were selected through a computer ballot system drawn from 25,000
names from Asia, Australia, New Zealand, Europe, North and South America, USA and
Africa as part of our International promotions program. We hope your lucky name will
draw a bigger cash prize in the subsequent programs.

To begin your lottery claim, please contact your claims agent ,MR MAC. DOUGLAS.
Foreign operations manager EURO CITY GRUPO SEGURIDAD, S.A. on Tel: +34
680169019, for the processing and remittance of your winning prize money to a
designation of your choice..

Remember, all prize money must be claimed not later than, 30th JULY, 2003. Any claim
not made before this date will be returned to the MINISTERIO DE ECONOMIA Y
HACIENDA. And also be informed that 10% of your Lottery Winning belongs to

EURO CITY GRUPO SEGURIDAD, S.A . Because they entered your name for this
draw and they are equally your claims agent. This 10% will be remitted after you have
received your winnings because the money is insured in your name already.

NOTE: In order to avoid unnecessary delays and complications, please remember to
quote your reference and batch numbers in every correspondence with us or your agent.
Furthermore, should there be any change of address, do inform your claims agent as soon
as possible. An original copy of your prize Winning Certificate will be sent to you after
you have claimed your winning. Congratulations once again from all members of our
staff and thank you for being a part of our International promotions program. We wish
you continued good fortunes.

Sincerely,

ALVAREZ GARCIA,

VICE PRESIDENT
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